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Plan proposed
for MUBspace
The common office is an excepBy Jay Kumar
Student use of the vacant tion." The proposal suggests
Memorial Union Building base- the common office be 600 sq.
ment space came closer to being ft., with seven offices of 200 sq.
·
a reality Friday when the MUB ft. each.
Board of Governors approved • An "entertainment center"
a proposal for computer, office of 1500 sq. ft. Clemons said the
uses of the center can't be
and entertainment space.
MUB Board Chairperson Bret specified until the money is
Clemons said the proposal will available. Board member
be given to Director of Campus George Yfantopulos said there
Winter parking ban is back at UNH. (file photo)
Planning Victor Azzi by Friday would be bands in the center,
and an administrative response but he doubted alcohol would
will hopefully be returned after be served in it.
Clemons suggested to put
a week.
The proposal calls for five either a study lounge or meeting
steps to be taken with the 7,700 room next to the entertainment
to cut down on traffic, excess
By .Pamela DeKoning
square foot area, vacated by center.
• Meeting rooms of 800 sq. ft.
In an effort to regulate traffic speed, and congestion normally
Channel 11, of which 6,500 sq.
ft. is being allocated. This is the ( the size of the Hillsborough- and safety concerns, Durham's found on Faculty Road during
maximum amount that can be Sullivan room) and 600 sq. ft. Town Council voted last night the academic yt-ar.
During the summer Faculty
to resrict parking on Faculty
requested, leaving 1,200 sq. ft. (the size of the Grafton room).
for hallways, entries and ba- • Submit meeting room usage Road during the academic year. Road does not experience these
figures and a list of all student The restriction will be the problems, said residents of the
throoms.
second of its kind to pass since road. For this reason, parking
• Move the existing computer · organizations.
will not be restricted during the
'Tm assuming they·re 6 cing September.
cluster from its present location
The new ordinance prohibits summer months.
on the 100 level into the base- to accept what we give them,"
Overnight parking w.ill also
ment in a 1600 square foot Clemons said yesterday. "The parking at the Mill
space. This would double the next step is an architectural Road/Faculty Road intersection be prohibited during the winter
size of the cluster. The room survey of the space."
and areas within 60 feet, from months because of the parking
Once the survey is done, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through ban which outlaws overnight
that presently houses the cluster
Clemons said, the board will Friday, excluding holidays and parking anywhere in Durham
could be used as a study lounge.
between November 1 and Apri.}
• Submit a request for office look into raising funds for the June, July and August.
Also initiated were a tempor- 1 from the hours of 1 a.m. t6
space for student organizations renovations.
Two weeks earlier, Dean of ary ordinance calling for stop am.
that does not allocate the space
Durham residents expressed
to any specific organization. Students J. Gregg Sanborn an- signs at both approaches to
concern
over safety involving
nounced
that
the
space
would
When the renovations are comThompson Lane and a permanpleted, the MUB Board Space go to students because of the ent ordinance placing stop signs school busses and excess speed
Allocation Committee can then administrative decision not to at both approaches to Mill Pond along Faculty Road which is a
residential area, often used as
begin accepting and reviewing move the Barnes and Noble Road from Faculty Road.
applications for the new offices. bookstore into the basement.
The ordinances are designeJ an alternate route around Main
Street.

Restrictions on parking
No students were present at
the meeting, and no public
opposition was voiced to the
ord¢ances.
In unrelated business, the
council discussed problems with
the university and USNH trustees in negotiating a new fire
department contract between
Durham and UNH.
Town Council member and
UNH Education Professor Richard Hersh pointed out that
no significant increase in cost
to the town will be incurred if
the fire department cha-nges
management.
Further meetings with UNH
trustees and administrators
were encouraged, although actirtg Town Administrator
Dwight Ladd said the university
has indicated it will be four to
six months before preliminary
studies are complete.

Science building leaks
By Jay Kumar
Ever since it opened two years
ago, UNH's Science and Engineering Research Center has
been plagued with structural
problems and water damage.
And as of yet, the administration
has not been able to figure out
exactly what's causing the problems.
The torrential rains of last
Tuesday left th~ir mark on the
$15 million building, with rain
leaking through the roof and
causing water damage on the
third and fourth floors. Other
leaks damaged several offices
and major conference rooms,
according to Jeanne Bartlett,
assistant director of the Institute
for the Study of Earth, Oceans
and Space (EOS).
"It's no one problem in any
area," Bartlett said.
She cited ongoing problems
with leakage through walls,
windows and ceiling tiles. "We
actually walked in and saw
plaster" on the third floor which
had fallen from the fourth floor
ceiling, she said.
According to Bartlett, the
'/milding has been leaking since
it was opened.
"We've reported the problems through the normal university channels since day one,"
said Bartlett. "The administration is well aware of the problems in this building."
Leaky ceilings add an unwanted look to the recently completed
engineering building. (Eric Stites photo)
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Forget-fu zzy dice; ferocious feline .making mark
By Susan Flynn
country and worldwide.
.
Driving down the highway,
According to Sotir, the coma car passes on your left. y OU pany decided on Garfield befeel two eyes penetrating your cause he has a 98 percent
window. Your cheeks flush as recognition factor throughout
you turn to catch a glimps at the the country. He is also celebrathighway flirter.
ing his 10th birthday this year.
But :wait, something is wrong.
Garfield has become especialInstead of melting blue eyes, ly popular in the metropolitan
there's an orange face looking area where cars are developing
back: Garfield, with suction into an extension of people's
· cups.
homes, said Sotir.
Garfield plastered to car
"The Garfield in cars shows
windows is now a common sight people's need for contact with
on the highways, in parking lots, one another," Sotir said. "Eseven in downtown Durham. pecially out in society where
The little guy seems to be people need the most contact.
making his mark.
It sends a friendly message."
Cathy Sotir, corporate spoAccording to Donna Barnes,
kesperson for Dakin Corpora- who works in the comic departtion in San Fransico, said the ment at The Boston Globe,
company's "Garfield Stuck on Garfield is the most widely read
You" doll is the most popular comic strip in the newspaper.
item in their 33 year history.
The paper ran a survey last
"He sells because he is a cute year and it was discovered that
toy. The suction cups and his Doonesbury was the most popsnyde expression show the ular, but Garfield was the one ·Garfield having a field day looking an.
(Chris Gamache photo)
tension many people feel in more readers read.
their everyday lives," Sotir said.
United Features Syndicate,
Noreen, a salesperson at Toys
"I think ID:OSt people can iden- located in New York City, owns field, including Dakin.
"He is our second biggest RU s, said they have been selling
tify with Garfield."
. the copyright to Garfield, who
Dakin has been manufactur- is syndicated in over 2,100 seller, second only to Peanuts," .the doll for,about a year and he
ing Garfield for a little over a newspapers. They also sell the said Christine Smith of the can be purchased for $12.99.
"Garfield anything is popuyear and already has sold four- rights for 300 companies to licensing department of United
lar," Noreen said. "A.rid also
and-a-half million dolls in this manufacture products with G~r- Features.

people like to hang things from
their cars."
During October, the store
GARFIELD, page 8

NEWS IN. BRIEF
Price of oil could drop
A senior United Arab Emirates oil official was
quoted Sunday as warning that oil prices could sink
to $ 5 a barrel if OPEC fails to reach agreement
on production limits at an upcoming meeting, and
maintained that his nation would ·not conform to
its output quota.
"We will not accept beirig an underdog and it
is time for other members to sacrifice," the Arabiclanguage newspaper Al-Bayan quoted Al-Shiba
Al-Hamili, undersecretary of the UAE oil minister
as saying in an interview.
The report came the day after the Saudi Arabian
Oil Minister, Hisham Nazer, reiterated the kingdom's stance that it would not abide by its own
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
production ceiling unless the cartel's 12 other
members obeyed theirs.
In a statement distributed Saturday by the Saudi
Press Agency, Nazer called on OPEC members to
fix oil prices for a period of two to three years in
its search for a way to stabilize the world oil market.
OPEC ministers are scheduled to meet Nov. 21
in Vienna to discuss ways of curbing runaway
production that has driven oil prices from $5 to
$6 a barrel below OPEC' s official benchmark price
of $18 per barrel.
The UAE has rejected its OPEC quota of 948,000
barrels a day and its current production level is
estimated at 1.9 million barrels.

Long-lost sisters
reunited in jail
Two sisters separated when they were young
children found each other by accident recently at
the state prison for women in Columbia, S.C. where
each was serving time for drug violations. Joyce
Lott, 27, and Mary Jones, 29, discovered they were
sisters separated years ago when their parents
divorced and the family split up. The two women
told the State newspaper, reported in an article
published over the weekend, that they had a
conversatioq while waiting in August to sefta doctor
in the Women's Correctional Center on the outskirts
of Columbia. Guards and inmates told the two that
they strongly resembled each other. Later, a family
friend provided convincing evidence that they were
· long-lost sisters.

Walesa ups the stakes
Solidarity leader Lech Wales a Sunday threatened
to call a nationwide strike unless Polish authorities
rescind their decision to close the Lenin shipyard

in _Gdansk, the birthplace of the outlawed' labor
un10n.
The threat was made at a rally of more than 2,000
people following a mass at St. Brigida's church in
the Baltic seaport amid growing dissatisfaction
among Poles over Walesa's response to the Oct.
29 announcement to shut down the facility.
"The people began to say that I am chicken-Hearted,"
the 1983 Nobel Peace Prize winner told the crowd
in explaining why he chose to confront the
authorities. Walesa had previously called for the
closure decision to be revesed before roundtable
talks with the government could begin.
Walesa told the rally he would announce "a strike
alert for the whole of Poland unless the decision
to close the shipyard is suspended by Tuesday."
Under a strike alert, Solidarity leaders are to select
srtike committees and wait Walesa's signal to go
ahead with the strike action.
The first independent labor union in the Eastern
Bloc was born at the Lenin shipyard under Walesa
during a wave of labor unrest in 1980, but it was
crushed under martial law the following year and
has since operated as an outlaw movement.

Nude car wash closed
Police in Jacksonville, Florida have clos{'.d down
the "Only Nude-Car Wash in the Nation."
Police told the Florida Times-Union newspaper
that they arrested 10 people when officers closed
the car wash at the Fantasy Club nightclub Saturday
afternoon.
Those arrested included four nude women who
had been scrubbing cars, two women in bathing
suits who had been flagging down passing motorists
and a woman who was collecting a $10 fee. The
women were all nude dancers at the nightclub.
Also arrested were three male club employees,
including one who was charged with resisting arrest
after allegedly fighting with police detectives
The car wash had been operating beneath a carport
on club property since mid-September. The club
marque advertised the activity as the "Only Nude
Car Wash in the Nation."

Peace talks stalemated
Iran and Iraq ended a week of Persian Gulf peace
talks in a stalemate this past weekend, failing to
agree on a troop withdrawal or an exchange of
pEis'oners of wat.
'
"The two ministers have explained in detail their
positions," UN Secretary General Javier Perez de
Cuellar told reporters before leaving New York.
"I would mislead you if I would tell you we have
had fantastic progress."
Perez de Cuellar said at the begining of the week
when the talks resumed after a month's hiatus that ,
he intended not to leave empty-handed for New
York. He urged the two sides to make concessions
to nudge the staled talks forward.
He had warned that an Aug. 20 cease-fire was
fragile and needed consolidation.
The Iraqi foreign minister, Tareq Aziz, said the
talks were useful but added: "We should not talk
about results at this stage."
His Iranian counterpart, Ali Akbar Velayati
declared: "I think that still tJ?e problem is the
problem of withdrawal and the withdrawal is the
key element for progress.

Virus hacker was bored
Friend~ described a graduate student suspected
of jamming thousands of computers as a brilliant
but bored computer whiz who leaped on a desk in
joy after cracking the network run by universities
..and the military. ·
The suspect, Robert Tappen Morris Jr., 23 ,.. was
reported in contact with his father in the Washington, D.C. area and was expected to meet this week
with FBI agents seeking to determine if the Cornell
University graduate student is responsible for the
nation's worst case of computer mischief. .
Defensp Department spokeswoman Susan
Hans
id in Washington the "virus" created
w_idespread disturbances in the unclassified branch
of the military' s defense data system, but it appears
no information was lost.
The New York Times ~.unday quoted friends of
Morris as saying he had '.·, nt weeks painstakingly
creating the computer "vir .... ., h~u that by all accounts
he meant no harm to the · , .;tern, he only wanted
to penetrate it and hide a n1essage.
The friends said Morris, working with great
intensity and little sleep, made a single programming
error involving one number that ultimately jammed
more than 6,000 computers by repeating messages
time after time.
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10 women flashed on campus
By John Robert
A flasher exposed himself to
a total of 10 UNH women
within minutes of each other
late Sunday night in yet another
act of indecent exposure.
The first incident occurred
near Snively arena when two
women jogging encountered the
male. According to UNH Police
Chief Roger Beaudoin, the females stopped for a second in
shock, and then continued their
jog.
Eight UNH women were
flashed minutes later in Lot 0,
behind Barnes & Noble Book
Store, and the police are sure
it is the same man.
"We know it's the same guy,"

Beaudoin said. "The man had
to have ran from Snively all the
way to the area in front of the
Book Store."
Beaudoin called the numerous
flashing episodes this year "a
detriment to a good environment for females on campus,"
and added that the case is still
under investigation.
The UNH police also responded to Foss Farm, located
off of Mill Road, and found eight
students climbing all over a
UNH satellite dish. The dish
was not harmed but the students
were c~arged with criminal
tres passmg.
Two students had to be held

overnight at UNH Health Services Saturday because of a high
state of intoxication.
A male, who is not a UNH ·
student, was found lying in iront
of Thompson Hall in a semiconscious state due to alcohol
consumption. The man was
physically and verbally abusiv~
and was placed under protective
custody ·in the Strafford County
Jail.
"Dave", UNH's first man in
prank calling, struck again early
Friday morning. Chief Beaudoin
said the elusive caller is still
under investigation and expressed "a deep concern for the
calls."

Working for a colorful UNH

A sudden spell of mild weather brought students into the.op:n
·again. (Eric Stites photo)

Sciola discusses
party guidelines
By Pamela DeKoning
administrators m\lst be accomGreek Coordinator Mike Sci- . pan i e d by at least two
ola cited the risks and liabilities
of the Greek system as the
reason for the new social policies which have been in effect
since Oct. 1 at the Student
Senate meeting Sunday night.
Sciola outlined the process
the administration went
through ro come up with rhe
2_uidelines. and ans_wered ques'! •

•
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explains liabilities . .nn-,or.g c1-=
stipulations are:
• Social events must be
registered with the lnterfraterniry Council/Panhellenic Council 48 hours before the event.
• All state, local and university rules governing the sale of
alcohol must be followed.
• Sponsoring organizations
must adhere to fire codes and
regulations in order to provide
maximum safety to participants.
• Attendence at alcoholic
events is limited to UNH students, their immediate guests
and other verified members of
the UNH community.
• No organization may
charge for alcohol in any
manner unless a liquor license
has been obtained. This includes
raffles, selling cups or selling
tickets.
• Alcohol may be served for
only five hours. No alcohol may
be served after 2 a.m.
• All guests must have a
posi.:ive ID. Those over 21 must
have two forms.
• Alternate beverages .must
be made available.
• A minimum of four nondrinking hosts must be registered with the party to oversee
the administration of all social
policy stipulations.
• Random inspections. involvi ng Sciola o r o th er U NH

IFC/Panhel members.
According to Sciola, problems
involving fraternities and alcohol have declined since policies were implemented. "Once
they (fraternities) try it, they're
finding out the party runs a lot
smoother," he said.
Greeks have been cooperative
in allowing inspections, he said.
When inspecting, Sciola looks
for blatant violations of the
social policy. He said when there
is a problem he asks the chapter
president to rake care of it.
Adhering to the social policy
cuts liabilities for both fraternities and the university, Sciola
said. When regular guidelines
are followed, accidents are more
likely to be viewed as accidents
said Parliamentarian Dan Fasciano, acting speaker of the
senate and IFC president.
In unrelated business, a propos-al to fund a Mask and Dagger
production through the Student
Activity Fund was approved.
Also approved were the appointments of new senators
Anne Marie Elek, Nancy Iida
and Kelly Trudell.
Executive Officer Steve Roderick said the openings were a
result of some voluntary and
non-voluntary resignations. Student Senators are al lowed to
miss or proxy only three Student
Senate meetings, are required.
to keep four office hours per
week and attend weekly council
meetings, he said.
Senators that fail to meet
these req.uirements are being
asked to resign, he said. According to Roderick, additional
senators will be asked to resign
this week.
Senators to fill these vacanPOLICIES, page 7

By Beth Goddard
Maybe you have noticed that
UNH hardly represents the
great American melting pot.
According to Assistant Dean
of Students Leonard Lamberti,
UNH is comprised approximately of a 99 percent white
population.
The UNH Diversity Committee is working to make this
community a more wellbalanced environment by "fostering a greater educational
diversity, tolerance and acceptance of different ideas, different ·
life styles, different ethnic
groups and different perspectives," Lamberti said.
The committee represents
members from various parts of
the community, said Assistant
Dean of Students and Chairperson of the Diversity Committee,
Emily Moore. There are two
students, 11 administrators and
four faculty members from the
English, music, nursing and
education departments on the
central committee and various
sub-committees.
The provision of scholarship
money by the administration
"is a. statement on the part of
the university that it's behind
the idea of diversity," Lamberti
said.
The "Sojourner Truth" scho· larship, named after a black
female abolitionist, was awarded .
-

for the first time this spring as
supplemental aid to four freshmen that otherwise may not
have been abfe to attend the
univeristy, said Lester Fisher,
associate professor of English
and member of the committee.
The scholarship goes to a
minority New Hampshire resident who displays the acceptable academic criteria for this
univers'ity.
The scholarship is renewed
for all four years assumming
that the student stays within
the acceptable academic standing. This demonstrates that the university is "making a committment to see the student
through graduation," Moore
said.
Moore said that she hopes to
see the brochure on the "Sojourner Truth" scholarship out
by early December so that they
may use it as a "recruiting tool."
The Diversity committee is
not only working toward a more
diverse student population, but
also a more diverse faculty
population, Lamberti said.
Women qiake up 24 percent
of the faculty on this campus,
according to Fisher. He said that
faculty diversity is a slow process.
"There may be no process at
all," Fisher said.
The univeristy needs to "promote the whole concept of role

models on campus," said Don_n a
Marie Sorrentino, coordinator
of Accessing Career Challenges
in Education through Specialized Services (Access), in order
to create a more diversified ·
faculty, staff and administration.
Often minority is defined
solely as people of different
races. It also includes nontraditional or handicapped students, Sorrentino said. The
committee deals with "tapping
all differences."
Financially disadvantaged
students also bring a different
perspective into a community,
said Marsha Johns, director of
the UNH division of the Education Talent Search.
This organization, according
to Johns, encourages high school
students from lower-income
families to pursue higher education. They help the student ·
and the parents with the financial aid and the admissions
processes.
Johns said she is thrilled to
work with a committee that puts
forth so much effort to make
students aware of the issues.
"UNH should be the one to
set the tone for other New
Hampshire schools,"saidJohns.
The UNH music department,
according to Nicholas Orovich,
as§...ista~t professor of music,

DIVERSITY, page 7

Rustic settings help highlight autumn images. (photo by Becky Roberts)
I
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ON THE SPOT
Are you going to vote today? Do you know for who? Why?

'' Yes, I already voted through
an absentee ballot since I'm from
out of state. I voted for Bush
since I lean more toward the
Republican Party, but I _d idn't
feel either of the candidates were
especially great this time."

"No, I'm not going to vote. I
live too far away and have to
go home to register to vote."

Scott Demeule
Junior

Elizabeth Young
Undeclared
Junior

" Yes I am. I'm voting for Bush.
I think I'm a conservative and
I'm tending toward that area.
I really don't care for Dukakis
and what he stands for. I'm an
independent voter and not always conservative, it depends
on what's being talked about."
Sonia Skiathitis
Senior

Health Manage. & Pol.

" I'm not going to vote. I'm
registered but I just can't go
home tomo"ow. I was going to
vote for George Bush. I just
don't like Dukakis."

Scott Hickey
Senior
Mech. Engin.

Comm.

PAGE
SENATE
---------------------------IS IT LEGAL?

UNRELATED PERSONS
ORDINANCE
Student Body Vice President Mike Rose met
with the wwn of Durham this past week to
discuss the unrelated persons ordinance that
prohibits more than three non-related people
from living in the same building in certain
areas . Rose said that the meeting was 'not
productive' and he will continue to pursue both
legal and political methods to change the
ordinance.

SOVIET EXCHANGE
Rose said that he will be going to Washington
D.C. this weekend and will meet with the Soviet
attache about bringing Soviet students to the
UNH campus.

UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
Student Body President Wendy Hammond
met with Chancellor Van Ummerson and
Trustee Taylor last week for a general
discussion. They said they want to come to
campus to meet with students 'to clear up
misconceptions' and they also expressed
support for the Soviet student exchange.

SENATE BILLS PASSED
On N~vember 6, the Student Senate approved
the PFO funding $660 for the UNH Mask &
Dagger musical Charley and Algernon to be
shown November 20. The event should bring
a profit back to SAFC.
Also on November 6, the Senate approved
the appointment of three commuter senators.

Anne Marie Elek, Nancy Iida, and Kelly
Trudel.

Want to talk to the· law? Find out the legal
rights you as a student have and don't have
at the Is it Legal? open forum on Wednesday
at 8 pm in Hamilton Smith 140. Speaking at
the event will be Paul Dean of the UNH Police
and Tom Dwyer of Legal Services. If yo~have
any questions, comments or opinions, this
is the plac~ to express them.

------------~-----~--------FREE LEGAL ADVICE
The Student Senate offers free legal help to
·a ll students through UNH Legal Services.
Attorneys Thomas Dwyer and Sharon Brown
offer legal advice and representation in minor
legal matters for free. They offer representation
in more serious matters for a reduced fee. They
hold open office hours in the Senate office
on Tuesdays, 10:00 am to 1:00 pm and 6:30
to 8:30 pm and Wednesdays 6:30 to 8:30 pm.
To make an appointment on Fridays from 10:00
am to 1:00 pm, call 1-800-325-4105.

RESIDENCE HALL
AGREEMENT
November 14 is the last day to petition out
of the Residence Hall Agreement for next
spring. Documentation is needed ; petitions
are available at Pettee House.
THEME WEEKS
The Health and Human Service Council will
be sponsoring two theme weeks next semester- a sexuality awareness week and an eating
disorders week. The council would like feedback
on what the students would like to see. Contact
Liz Delucia at 862-1494.
FRESHSTART
Freshstart, the student mentor program for
incoming freshmen , is asking for upperclassmen volunteers to assist next semester's new
freshmen. About 300 people are needed. For
information contact Alyson Rando or Kim
Varney at 862-1494.

DEBATE
Ex-CIA agent PHILIP AGEE will debate
the UNH Debate Society on Monday, November 14, at 7:00 pm in the Strafford Room
in the MUB. This event is sponsored by SAFC.
Admission is $1.00 for students and $3.00 for
non-students

The Senate needs students to join some of
the various committees, such as Academic
Affairs and SAFC (the Student Activity Fee
Council). One does not have to be an elected
representative to serve on a committee. Come
and make your voice heard!!

,-;:;;~ ic;;7hi; pag;7~";;y fu;-d~ys'ii;;i=;;hke-:-Aii ;i'ud;;t7"1

I are ~elcome to attend Senate meetings held every Sunday at 6:00 I
I pm ,n McConnell 212. Complete details of the above bills are posted I
I
I outside the Senate Office, room 130 i~ the MUB, or call 862-1494.

----------------------------

Respectfully submitted by Peter W. Keravich, Student Senate News Bureau Coordinator.
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Wome n wait for bundle of joy
By Karen Hamilton
UNH women plan on waiting
until they are established in a
career before they hear the
pitter-patter of little feet, according to a UNH study on the
enduring trend of delaying
childbearing.
A study conducted by Kristine
Baber, assistant professor of
family studies, on 250 UNH
women, revealed the average
age these college students plan
on getting married is 25 and the
average age they plan .to have
their first child is 28.
Out of the 250 UNH women
interviewed, six of them said
that they wanted no children
and six of them said that they
wanted only one child. Half of
the women plan to have three
or more children. The average
of the number of children desired was three, although a few
wanted as many as eight.
All 250 of the women said
chat they plan co have a career,
and 238 women said they plan
co work and raise at least two
children.
,
"The women expect co have
relatively large families by
today's standards and are not
ready to give up having a
career," Baber said.
According to the study, 36
percent of the women plan to
· have innovative careers for
women, such as electrical engineering, military intelligence
and regional planning. Only 25
percent of the women polled
have chosen more traditional
roles.
"Women are not planning on
having traditional careers that
work into family life," Baber
said.
A1'A1,1r 73 percent of the

students polled said they wanted
it all: marriage, a successful
rareer, motherhood. But women
who have cried co juggle all
three, according to a second
study by Baber, say this goal is
nearly impossible co reach.
In a second study, Baber
interviewed 84 parents (34
fathers and 50 mothers) from
different areas of New Hampshire who delayed having children until they were 30-yearsold for the sake of the mother's
career. Baber found that 92
percent of- the women altered
their careers in some way by
either working part-time or
adjusting their schedule to meet
family needs. Only 46 percent
of the women returned to working full-time after the having
children.
The study done on couples
showed that men are not putting
in the same amount of time or
changing their lives co have a
family.
"I don't see the men joining
in to help out 50 percent. Out
of the 34 men, two of them
changed careers, but they were
not leaving because ic had
anything to do with having
children," Baber said.
·
Although it is difficult to
handle a career and a family,
Baber said chat it is not impossible. Of the women who have
childrep and were interviewed,
46 percent of them are doing
both and there are advantages
to waiting to first establish a
career.
According to Baber, women
have more power to negotiate
with employers co take time off
or work pare time.
"They are valued in their job.
They have skills and knowledge
that would be valued~" _B aber

said. Women who wait longer
are also significantly better c ff
economically, Baber said.
Baber suggested chat research
needed to be done on children
with older parents. "The parents would be more mature and
more financially secure. They
also would be more established
and have a sense of who they
are," Baber said.
More than likely, the children
will have no siblings and the
parents will spend much of their
energy on raising that one child
because it is their only chance
they have to prove they can do
it right, Baber said.
One concern that people have
in delaying childbearing is the
risk of problems with the pregnancy. Baber said that few
people have difficulty conceiving, especially with two tests
that are currently available.
Amniocentesis, available in
Boston, and chorionic villi sampling are two tests that can
detect abnormalities so that
women are able to wait until
they are in their 30's to have
children.
Among the women in the
study, 24 percent had Caesarean
sections, which, Baber points
out, is no higher than the
average.
Delaying having children is
a trend among peopJe who are
more highly educated, Baber
said. The reason appears to be
so that they can complete a
college education.
It is difficult for individuals
to come up with a solution to
balance roles without community support, Baber said. Parents
need child care and support
groups so women can continue
their careers without sacrificing
a family.
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CALENDAR
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8
ELECTION DAY- No exams may be given.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES- "The Roman Way,"
Classics Professor Richard V. Desrisiers, Room 201 Murkland,
11-12:30 p.m. Open to the public.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9
UNH THEATER- "Wild Kingdom," a new plar by UNH's
Leaf Seligman. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 10:30 a.m. and
7 p.m.
GERMAN FILM SERIES- "Yesterday's Girl." Room 110,
Murkland, 7 p.m.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10
GRADUATE SCHOOL COLLOQUIALISM- "Global Assessment and Monitoring of Forest Decline ("Acid Rain") Damage
Using Satellite Data. Dr. Barry Rock, Assoc. Professor of
Forest Resources. New England ·center, 3:30 p.m.
UNH THEATER- "Wild Kingd9m," a new play by UNH's
Leaf Seligman. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 7 p.m.
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES- "Music by
Women Composers," directed by Peggy Vagts and performed
by the University Flute ensemble. Art Galleries, Paul Arts,
noon.
MTJSO FILM - "Biloxi Blues." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and
9:30 p.m., $ttJdents $1, general $2.
NHOC- 9th Annual Ski & Swap Sale - Buy new or used
skis, downhill and Cross Country ski packages. Over $5,000
in pai~s of skis! Granite State Room of MUB, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11
VETERANS DAY- No classes. University offices closed.
MEN'S BASKETBALL- vs. St Farancis Xavier (exhib). Field
House, 7 p.m.
UNH THEATER- "Wild Kingdom," a new play by UNH's
Leaf Seligman. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
NHOC- 9th Annual Ski & Swap Sale - Buy new or used
skis! Downhill and Cross Country ski packages. Over $5000
in pairs of skis. Gnrnite State Room of MUB, 10 a.m. - 6
- p.m.

State rep ready to tune in
By Susan Flynn
Students and faculty had
plenty of gripes for State Representive Janet Wall as she
made her way around tables in
the MUB Pub last Thursday.
Wall asked diners between
handshakes and bites of tuna
fish sandwiches if they were
registered to vote in the town
of Durham and what their main
concerns were.
Students' complaints centered
on housing, parking, financial
needs and poor responses from
the administration.
"The administration doesn't
listen to students," Junior Laurie
Levesque said. "Gee rid of
Gordon Haaland."
Wall said a lot students do not
realize a committee, designed
to hear these concerns, exists
on the state level and works
directly with the University
System of New Hampshire
(USNH) Trustees.
"The University Study Committee comes to UNH every two
years to talk with students,
faculty and administration," said
Wall. "This is the way people
can get their voice heard ac
Concord.
Wall worked on this commit-

tee in her term as state represencive and believes she understands what the university
needs.
According to Wall, UNH
students approached her upset
about federal cutbacks of student
aid and the lack of adequate
housing in Durham.
She added that students were
not the only ones with housing
woes. Faculty members also
have a problem finding housing-affordable housing--in Durham.
It is unproductive for the
university if faculty do not live
in Durham, Wall said, "because
a lack of loyalty to the employer
develops.".
Faculty members have also
voiced opinions about the lack
of money for teaching assistants
and believe it is unfair that the
needs of the administration
seems to come before their
needs, said Wall.
Wall is interested in developing a plan where UNH will
lease land to businesses and
corporations.
Such a plan would provide.
UNH with the funds to do
research and students a chance
to benefit from interships with

the companies. Their businesses
would also benefit because
UNH would provide them with
valuable research.
According to Wall the plan
is presently in effect at many
universities across the country
and "providing UNH with a
vision for the future.
Wall feels that, although
there are problems, students
have a lot more opportunities
at UNH than when she was a
student.
She cited the new science building as an example.
She does not believe all the
problems at UNH can be attributed to a lack of funds.
"There is also an incentive
factor," Wall said. "We have
to be willing to push."
In the Memorial Union Building most of all, Wall noticed an
increase in student involvement
at UNH. She said when she
toured the campus this year it
appeared a lot more students
were registered to vote when
she went around campus.
'Tm delighted that at almost
every table the students are
registered to vote," Wall said.
"Most seem registered in there
home towns, but it is still very
satisfying." ·
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an,wer choice prnv,Je<l .
I Onl) 1f we know human nalurc can we know the nature of the 1ruc goo<l for human hcings. An<l only if
we know the nature of the true g,x,<l li>r human
hcing, can we arnvo: at an idea ol the truly ju,1
\l>Clcty Thu, . 1f we know human nature and the nalurc of lhc g,xx.1 for human hcing,. we can arnvc at
an 1<lca of lhc trul) ju,1 society.
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lhc rca~oning ahovc?
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without n,ming to a general agreement.
tEl Arnving at an idea of the Just ,oc1ety may rc4u1re more than knowledge of human nature
and knowledge of the go,x.1 for human hcing,.

IF YOU THINK THIS YEAR'S
NEW GMAT SECTION IS EASY,
TRY READING THIS.
Go ahead. Try it.
impossible, new section. By anticipatNot so easy, huh? Especially when
ingand teaching all the changes all
you realize just how much is at stake
the time.
when you 're taking your G MAT.
Which means. if you had to look for
That's why you need Stanley
the correct answer to the question at
H. Kaplan. Only we offer
the bottom of the page, it's
aprepcoursethathelps
time you began looking into
youprepareforthisyear's STAIIUTH.uru111ouullOlllla1111u~ Stanley H. Kaplan.
3 :J;)MSU\{
()uc-.tmn dcvc:loptd by Sunky H K11pl"11 l:.ducat1onal Center Ud

JKAPLAN

Don't miss out!
Portsmouth dass begins 11 /12.
Call now!.1-&00-332-TE ST
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NOTICES
4

GENERAL
MEN'S AWARENESS MEETING: Open to all
men and women interested iµ exploring such issues
as male isolation, sex role conditioning, intimacy,
and relationship patterns . .Thursdays, Nontraditional Student Center, Pettee House, 12:30
-2 p.m.
TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: $1 a slice and some of the
best company around. Fridays, Non-Traditional
Student Center, Pettee House, noon to 1:30 p.m.
WRITERS WORKSHOP: For anyone. who would
like to share their writing, whether fiction, peotry,
or non-fiction. Copies of work to be discussed, will
be here for pick-up prior to meeting. Fridays, Nontraditional Student Center, Fette House, 1 to 2
p.m.
"TIS THE SEASON TO BE ... " Sponsored by
Counseling and Testing for many people the holiday
season is not a jolly time. This session will discuss
coping strategies to deal with stree related to family
issues, money expectations, etc. Tuesday, November
8, at noon, and Thursday, November 10 at 6 p.m.,
Hillsborough Room, MUB.
SHEEPSKIN PRODUCTS SALE:: Slippers, baby
booties, hats and more. All of genuine sheepskin ·
and at the lowest prices. Thursday, November 10,
Carroll Rm, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
BIBLE STUDY: Explore the fascinating stories
of the Bible, gain insight to the theories of the
Bible and their meanings in your life. Thursday,
November 10 Waysmeet 15 Mill Rd., 7 to 8:30
p.m.
FIRST YEAR BACK: The Accounting Students
Association will be holding "First Year Back,"
an informational meeting where recent _U .N.H.
graduates discuss their experiences in the accounting
profession. An excellent opportunity for anyone
interested in an accounting career. Thursday,
November 10, Rm. 204, McConnell Hall, 7:30 p.m.
CAMPUS WIDE FOOD DRIVE: The Accounting
Student's Association Food Drive November 1022 challenges all clubs and organizations to collect
as many canned goods as possible. Proceeds will
be donated to Strafford County Community Action
Group and distributed to needy families for
Thanksgiving. The Association expresses appreciation to Sigma Nu for a great effort in contributing.
goods and thanks to Fairchild Hall for agreeing
to participate in the Drive. Contact Kelly at 8683389 or 868-1105.
FELLOWSHIP RETREAT TO MAINE:· Sponsored
by United Campus Minsitry. Spend a relaxing
weekend on rhe coast of Maine exploring your
feelings about religion. Meet Friday, November
11, at 5 p.m. for supper and return Sunday,
November 13. Reservations are necessary, cost
is $25 per person. Call 862-1165.
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING: Learn
dances from around the world. Teachirtg and request ·
dancing. Beginners welcome. No partner necessary.
Sunday, November 13, Granite State Room, MUB,
7:30 - 10 p.m.
CIA DEBATE: Sponsored by Progressive Student
Network & Debate Society. Ex-CIA Agent Philip
Agee will debate the UNH Debate Society.
November 14, Strafford Room, MUB, 7 p.m.,
students $1, general $2.
NH PUBLIC TELEVISION VOLUNTEER PARTY: "An Evening with the Stars." Entertainment
to include Dixieland Dads, a Barbershop Quartet
· and appearances by Frits Wetherbee and other
Channel 11 on-air folk. Hors d'oeurves served
throughout evening. Friday, November 18, Broadcast Center, 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. NHPTV volunteers
urged to make reservations by Nov. 15, 868-1100.
AIRFORCE FL YING OPPOR TUNITES: Listen
to Air Force pilots and navigators from Pease Air
Force Base talk about their flying experiences. Have
your questions answered and get surrent information on Air Force opportunities. Thursdays,
November 17, Rm. 41, Ham-Smith, 6:30 to 9 p.m.

HEALTH
CANCER SURVIVORS AND SUPPORTERS: An
organization for those with cancer, those who have
had cancer, and those with friends or relatives with
cancer. For more info, call Keith, 862-4527 or Lisa,
862-4221.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Open to AA
members and anyone who thinks they have a
drinking problem. Mondays-Fridays, Conference
Room, Health Services, 12-1 p.m.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Fridays,
Conference Room, 2nd floor, Health Services, 12 p.m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS STEP MEETING:
Open to men oniy. Fridays, Health Services,Library,
12-1 p.m.

-~

UNIVERSITY COMPUTING
Non-Credit courses are free of charge. Register
online on the VAX/VMS sys rems by entering the
command "TRAINING" at the VMS Hilbert
prompt ($). CUFS users should tab down to
- "OTHER SER VICES" on the menu and type
"TRAINING." Call 3667 to register if you do not
have access to the above. All classes are held in
Hamilton Smith, Room 7, unless otherwise stated.
HARD DISK MANAGEMENT: The basics of how
to create and use DOS tree-structured directories
to help with the organization of data and programs
for a hard disk system. Backing up and restoring
hard disk files are also explained. Prerequisite:
MS-DOS or equivalent experience. Monday, Nov.
14, 9 a.m. - noon.
ADV AN CED VMS: POSTSCRIPT: Introduces the
PostScript printers now available in public VAX
terminal clusters at UNH and some of the software
that uses these printers, including TEX and LaTEX.
Prerequisite: VAX/VMS or equivalent experience.
Monday, Nov. 14, 12:30 - 1:30.
EXCEL FOR THE MACINTOSH: The basics of
using EXCEL. Course overs building, editing, and
printing spreadsheets. Prerequisite: Using a
Macintosh or equivalent experience. Friday, Nov.
1$, 9 a.m. - noon.
MORE BITNET: For those who have used BITNET
for basic exchange of mail and wnat to fine out
wh~t else they can do. We will talk about gateways
to other networks, subscription to mailing lists,
and other services that exist "out there." Prerequisite: VAX/VMS and BITNET or equivalent
experience. Friday,Nov. 18, 1-4 p.m.

MEETINGS
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION MEETING: All are wlecome to weekly meetings. Tuesday,
Rm. 212, Ham-Smith, 12:40-1:15 p.m.

Trading palm trees
for barren branches
By Maria Demos

"If you meet someone today,
you'U-run into him tomorrow."
Marty N ackman remembers
San Diego State has an enfeeling intimidated when he
rollment of 35,000 p.lus stufirst arrived at UNH because
dents, while UNH has about
of the size of the trees.
10,000.
In San Diego, when standing
Thinking back to his first
at one end of the campus, you
impressions of Durham, Nackcan see the other, said Nackman,
man said, "I laughed when I saw
an exchange student from San
downtown." He also couldn't
Diego.
Fluttering leaves and cold · believe that there "is not a stop
light in the whole town."
barren ground are familar sights
N ackman found the routine
for most UNH students. Among
at UNH to be, "study hard
these students there are a few
who have never watched the during the week and have fun
during the weekend."
leaves change colors.
The source of entertainment
'Tve never seen a fall I can
really remember," said Nack- varies, according to N ackman.
"People really concentrate on
man. Originally from Agoura,
California, N ackman is attend- the fraternities and Young
ing the university for this Drive," he said. But the Memorial Union Building (MUB),
semester.
".There are two seasons in San provides a range of community
Diego: when the hills are brown, events for the students, added
it's summer, and when the hills Nackman.
N ackman described the camare green, it's winter, Nackman
pus· as being homogeneous. ''I
said."
"There is no consistency in don't get the feeling of a melting
the weather out here," Nackman pot here," he said. He went on
said. Buts. it's not just the to say that the campus has a
weather that makes UNH spe- friendly atmosphere.
"People make eye contact
cial.
There is a small campus when you walk across campus,"
feeling to UNH, said N ackman. N ackman said. ·

UNH DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: Anyone
interested in Debate Society is encouraged to attent
with no obligation. Tuesday evenings, Senate/Merrimack Rm., MUB, 6 p.m.

ATTENTION: ALL UNDECLARED
I

MASK AND DAGGER MEETING: Welcoming
all those interested in student theatrical productions.
Tuesday, Nov. 15, Green Room, basement of Paul
Arts, 8:30 p.m.
THE STUDENT COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS MEETING: Have fun while helping a great
cause. New Mem_b ers welcome! Thursdays, Rm.
126, Ham-Smith, 7-8 p.m.
UNH PHILOSPHERS MEETING: All students
invited for an informal lecture given by Paul
Brockelrrien on "Narrative Knowledge and Religious Trudi." Thursday, November 10, Rm. 8,
Ham-Smith, 12:30p.m.

WOMEN'S NETWORK BREAKFAST: .MyersBriggs Personality test, administered by Chris
Burns-Dibiasio and Deborah Regan. Reservation
deadline: Nov. 14, Women's Commission 1058.
Friday, Nov. 18, Hillsborough/Sullivan Rm., MUB,
8-10 a.m.

GAIA MEETING: Campus environmental society
meets to discuss campaigns to protect the environment, including reductions in use of styrofoam
and recycling. Thursdays, Belknap Rm., MUB, 8
p.m.

GOURMET DINNER II: Sponsored by Hotel Class
667. A Polynesian Luau - 7 courses and hors.
d'.oeuvres. Friday, Nov. 18 and Saturday, Nov. 19,
Granite State Rm., MUB, 6 p.m. cocktails, $18.95
Ticket Information: MUN Ticket Office 862-2290.

CAMPUS GAY /LESBIAN/BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: New People's Meeting, Tuesday, November 8, 1988, Alumni Rm., New Hampshire
Hall, 7:15-7:45 pm. General Meeting, 8 pm same
day and place.

I
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San Diego sweatshirts show a hint of worldliness. (Chris
_Gamache photo)

•

FRESHMEN

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
A Career High

- ,Extensive job opportunities
- Great salaries
-Small, individualized classes while at UNH

Find out more about this challenging major. ·
Look for our·booth - Murkland 110
Preregistration Nov. 14 -15
9:00am - 3 :OOpm
or call 862-13 76
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--------LEAKS--.- - - - - - - (continued from page 1)
"Earlier on, it was-not clear
what to do about it," she said,
adding that the administration
originally thought the problems
were the contractor's fault.
Now, "some of it is design,
some of it is workmanship, we
think," Bartlett said. Stressing
the problem's complexity, she
added,. "It's not something they
can do overnight."
Bartlett said the administration has taken some action to
combat the problems. She said
workers from Facilities Services
examined the damage and took
photographs of the damage.
The building's bricks were
resealed a year ago, but leaks
still occur, she said. Bartlett said
the window in her office was
recaulked, but it leaked last
Wednesday.
"The conference rooms are
a mess," she added, and in one
office, water comes in from
under the heater. The plaster
around another office's window
gave way, was fixed, and is no.w
crumbling away again, said
Bartlett.
As to why an almost brandnew building has so many problems, Associate Vice President
of Facilities Services Patrick
Miller said, "We' re trying to
figure that out."
Until they determine how the
water is getting into the building, Miller said, Facilities Services won't know who is at fault
for the problems.
"It is a very complex problem," .Miller said.
Miller said they wip have to
wait until it rains again in order

hopes to promote diversity in
the department. There are tentative plans for a spring tour
with jazz musician Clark Terry
and the UNH jazz ensemble
throughout inner-city high
schools.
Fisher said these efforts and
goals "are importa·nt and consistent with the desire to make
this an excellent univeristy."

SH ORTS
LECTURES

ZOOLOGY SEMINAR:
Dr. Hunt Howell, UNH Zoology department,
will be conducting the next zoology department
seminar on November 14, 4 to 5 p.m. in Spaulding
Life Science building, room 17. The topic is ·to be
announced. For more information, contact the
zoology department.
HEALTH CARE:
Consumer advocate Ralph Nader will speak on
"Health Care in the 1980's" as part of the Saul 0
Sidore Lecture Series. The lecture, free and open
to the public, will be held in the Granite State Room
of the Memorial Union Bq.ilding, November 15
at 8 p.m.

$45 $129
Holes in the roof reveal some of the problems with the new
engineering building. (Eric Stites photo)
to study the damage further.
"We're working day to day
with it," he -said.

Director of Campus Planning
Victol' Azzi was unavailable for
comment yesterday.

-DIVERSITY- ---~POLICIES---<continued from page 3)

PAGE SEVEN

<cominued from page 3)
cies are appointed by the Ex- an exclusive list of clues. The
ecutive Committee of the senate. only way to find all the facts was
Appointments are made on a to share all the information.
"first come first serve basis," Three groups of eight came up
said Roderick.
with the right answer.
,
To promote group communGr_o up cooperation instead
ication skills, the senate played of competition, and task recoga game for 30. ~lthough no new nition were ke-vs to success in
business had been discussed yet, the game, according to game
several senators left the meeting leader Michele Scenna.
at this time. The game involved -,
The three winning groups
solving a murder.
received candy as a reward.
Each person in the group had

PER ROOM
PER NIGHT
Sunday-Thurs.

. FOR 3 NIGHTS
PER ROOM

WINTER GETAWAY SPECIAL~
OCTOBER Thru MARCH
Includes:

*Choice of room
*Private bathrooms available
*Cable T. V.
*All 'You Can Eat Break/ast
*Free Parking
Function Room Available for up to 50 people
Business Meetings, Weddings, Showers, etc.
1

Fine Selections of Menus:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

DURHAM'S NEWEST LODGING FACILITY

COUNTRY HOUSE INN
& CHRISTMAS/CRAFT SHOPPE
.Rte. .I0~ Stagecoac-6 .Rd. DNrba~ NH

659-6565

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Seacoast
Crisis Pregnancy Center

An education for thos~ who can't look the other way.

FREE & CO!',,'FIDENTIAL
• pregnancy resting

• counseling & information
• practical support
We

Care!

HOTLINE 749-4441
90 Washington Street
Suite 306 B, Dover, NH

Loon Mountain has become lhe #1 slci resort in
New Hampshire by paying as much all8nlioll 1o
rts emplOyee& 88 ~ its faalili-. The l.,oon Moun-

tain d10daymaybebigglt'IWl81191'butilµitas

...........................

frierdy as it fNel was.

• SKI INSTRUCTORS
• WAITERS & WAITRESSES

• GUEST SERVICE ASSISTANTS
• LIFT ATTENDANT'S
• BARTENDERS

• RENTAL SHOP ATTENDANTS
• DAY CARE HELPERS
• CAFETERIA WORKERS
• MAINTENANCE WOAKERS '
• SNOWMAKERS
• SHOAT-OROER COOKS
ANDMOREI

,.,..........,

CONTACT: SARA A. SAWYER

Loon Mounlain
Kancemagus Hwy.
Linooln, NH 03251
(603) 746-8111

If you gain sr.:isfaction
from reaching out and
helping others. Northeastern University has a sp.ecial
place for you. At BostonBouve College ofHun.,m
Development Professions
you can learn to assist
others realize their full
potential.
Most of our programs are
offered on a part-time or fulltime basis combining classroom theory with practical,
hands-on experience.

Call (617) 437-2708 or write
to us at 106 Dockser Hall,
Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.
Master of Science
Programs
• i ~ounseling Psychology
• Exercise Sciences
•Human Resource
Counseling
• Physical Education
• Recreation. Snort, and

Master of Education
Programs
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of
Reading
• Curriculum & Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
Administration
• Special Education
Nondegree Certi(ication
Programs
Fitness Malla5v••~~nt
• Rehabilitation Counseling • Counseling
• Speech-Language Pathology • Elementary & Secondary
&Audiology
School Teacher Preparation
• Special Education

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University
An equal opportunity/affirmative
action university.
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-------GARFIELD------<cominued from page 2)

carried Hallowe en Garfield s
dressed in dracula or devil
outfits. They went for $4.99.
"Things go in trends," Noreen said. "One year it was
Crayola. I predict sales (of
Garfield dolls) will soon start
tapering."
Alf, with suction cups, is also
sold at Toys R Us, for $7.99.
Kay-bee Toy Store at the Fox
Run Mall offers two sizes of the
Garfield doll. One sells for
$19.99, while the second sells
for $16.99.
"There are always a lot of
people asking about them," said
salesperson Patty.
Ninja turtles and pink p~nthers just arrived this week and
are also being sold at the toy
store.
As a result of Garfield 's Another dead end. (Sharon Donovan photo
populari ty, Dakin is now maHe's grumpy like me," said windshie ld. Garfield is accepnufactur ing Odie, Goro th.e
table on the rearview mirror
Gorilla, a stuffed bear that freshman Karen Waters.
For some drivers, the Garfield only if the vehicle possesses two
claims, "Monday s are always a
doll is an added distraction that outside mirrors, Smart said.
bear," and leaping lizards.
"People will very well get
But she added no one expects they usually find annoying.
stupid,"
are
they
over by police if the
think
pulled
"I
Garas
them to be as popular
UNH alumnus Neil Fitch said. instructio ns are not followed,"
field.
Everyon e has a differen t "It's another stupid trend like he added.
But whether.Garfield window
reason for their attatchme nt to 'Baby on Board.' He annoys me."
HampNew
to
g
will continue to last is
Accordin
decor
You."
on
Stuck
's
"Garfield
"I just love how he hates shire State Safety Inspecto r unlikely, Sotir said.
"We still expect strong sales
mornings ," said Dover resident Dennis Smart, people will be
Anne Lyons. She has two Gar- pulled over if the dolls cause an through Christma s, Sotir said.
"But Dakin will have to chalfields hanging from the backseat obstruction of view.
It is illegal to place the dolls lenge themselv es soon to find
windows of her white Volvo
- on the windows to the left and somethin g equally as popular."
station wagon.
right of the driver, or the

Nove mber 8 - 15
MUB PUB Hours

Monday thru Thursday 7:30am-3:00pm
Friday 7:30am-2:30pm

NITE GRILL
Come enjoy alternative dining
Only $1.25 each
Monday- slice of cheese pizza and a 12oz. soda
,Tuesday- grilled ham and cheese sandwich
,Wednesday- BLT
,Thursday- hamburge r
,Served 3:30-9:30pm Monday thru Thursday
,Sorry no nite grill on Fridays
'Pistacio' s

11:00am-11:00pm Monday thru Friday
·3:00pm-9:00pm Sundays
'No longer open on Saturdays
:Brownie sundaes, frappes, popcorn and much more!

INT.K0OUCING OU.KNEW

~IfflUJJ

Goodie Packages

Cookies, brownies, cakes, balloons and more
Call 862-2046, ask for Roland or Joe
For Details

MUBGR UBS

A Specia l Croissant for eJTery reekda y
Monday -- Chicken _Salad Croissant
Tuesday -- Egg Salad Croissant
Wednesd ay -- Hot Ham & Cheese Croissant
Thursday -- Hot Roast Beef Croissant
Friday -- Turtey Salad Croissant

Hot lunches prepared by Hotel 667 students
Tuesday, Nov. 8, Election Day!
Egg rolls
Chicken kabob
Chinese pea pods
Fried rice
Vegetarian triple s·o up
Hot-sour soup
Cranberry crumb cake

You'll Love our tarae. tlatey Prencb-sty le croissants. All served
with tettuce, Toaato, Chips and Pieties.

UNH DAIRY BAR
IN THE TRAIN STATION

Wednesd ay,Nov.9
•Pasta primaver a
Lasagne roll-ups
'Italian zucchini
'Buttered peas and onions al~ondin e
;Cream of broccoli soup
'v egetabl~ meatball soup
Seven layer bars

I

RESUMES
Electro nically Typed
$18.50 include s
Typing ,Select ion of Paper and Envelo pes

PLUS
25i copies *25i envelopes *25 atra sheets of paper
Changes easily made with our One Year memory storage
9pen Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30

.

Du rha m Copy

Jenkins Court
·ourham, NH
868-7031

Thursday, Nov. 10
Baked stuffed potatoes and broccoli
Sloppy joes
Sauteed mushroom s
Succotash
Cream of cauliflower soup
,Manhattan clam chowder
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If you care, take the time to listen.

~T;LEPHONE
- ~ A P E LINE

*Anger
Fighting Constructively .. 5
Expressing Negative
Thoughts and Feelings .. 6
Dealing with
Constructive Criticism ...?
Dealing with Anger ... 8
Understanding Jealosy and
How to Deal with it...9
*Depression
What is Depression ...431
How to Deal with
Depression .. .432
How to Deal with
Lonliness ... 32
Depression as a litestyle ...433
*Stress and Anxiety
Anxiety and Possible
Ways to Cope with it..30
How to Handle Fears ... 33
Coping with Stre$s ... 38
Relaxation Exercises ... 37
Conflict and Meditation ... 312
Understanding Griet ... 85
Death and Dying ... 84

Are you looking for a challenging, rewarding profession?
You'll find it, and more, while learning to help people with speech,
language and hearing disorders.
Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University offers
two exciting master of science programs in Speech-Language Pathology
or Audiology (the only one of its kind in the Boston area). Both
programs are accredited by the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association.
You '11 have the opportunity to gain practical experience in
our on-campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include
clinical practice in many of Boston's prestigious medical institutions.
Graduate assistantships and other financial aid are available.
Call (617) 437-2708, or write Graduate School, Boston-Bouve
College of H,.1man Professions, 106 Dockser Hall, Northeastern Un-iversity,
Boston, MA 02115 . .decc1,use some people's problems are worth listening to.

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University ·
An equal opportunity/affirmative
action university.

*Self Improvement
Time management...1 5
Sci1 Assertiveness ... 402
Building Seit Esteemed
Contidence ... 35
Standing Up tor Yourself .. 10
Becoming Independent from
Parents ...4 78
The Value and Use of
Selt-Talk ... 36
What is Counciling and How
to Use it...61
Learning to Accept Yourself ..44
*Sexuality
Male Sex Roles ..40
Male Homosexuality .. 21
Dealing with lmpotence ...23
Timing Problems in Male
Sexuality .. .24
Female Sex Roles ... 39
Female Sex Homosexuality .. 20
f=err,ale Orgasm Problems ...22
*friendship
Friendship Building ... 1
Helping a Friend ... 90
Recognizing Suicidal
Fee~ng in Others .. .492
*Dating
Dating Skills ... 18
lnfactuation or Love ... 70
Things to Consider in Looking
for a Mate ... 71 _
Types of lntimacy ... 3
How to Cope with a Broken
Relationship ... 83
Physical lntimacy ...4

Word processing made simpler.

* Health Related Issues

Early sign of Alcohol
Problem. .. 160
Responsible Decisions about
Drinking ... 161
I've been Raped.What
Do I DoT .315
Dealing with an Alcoholic
Parent...479
Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia ... 215
Herpes symptoms and
Diagnosis .. .209
AIDS-Reducing the Risks ... 225
AIDS-Symptoms and Diagnosis ..218
Aquaintance Rape ... 319
Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00-12:00 pm
.and select the tape you wish to hear.
The tapes run about six minutes. If
you have any questions when the tape
' is over, a Cool-Aid member will come
back on the tine. The tape is a service
provicied by Cool-Aid in conjunction with
the counciling and Testing. Cool-Aid is
•a student funded organization. Our hotline
,number is 862-2993.

Talk about manual labor. The only
thing more complicated than mos~ word
processors 1s their_inst~ction manuals.
You can wade through hundreds of
pages of "user interfaces" and "output
fonts" or try something far simpler: The
Smith Corona PWP 3 Personal Word
Processor.
Using PWP 3 is truly an exercise in
simplicity. Our easy-to-follow Tutorial
DataDisk teaches you that moving blocks

of text is a snap, deleting words is a
cinch and inserting words is effortless.
In fact, PWP 3 is so incredibly simple
to use, you can pick it up in practically
no time.
That way, you can spend more
of your time writing. And less of
your time reading about writing.·

fillllllll ~~iT~1'.~
TOMORROW'STECHNOlDGY
ATYOURTOUCW

For more information on this product, write to Smith Corona Corporation, 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840 or
Smith Corona (Canada Ltd.), 440Tapscott Road, Scarborou h, Ontario, Canada MlB 1Y4.
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Random Writings
Daring to
The World Premiere
By leaf Seligman
Directed by David J. Magidson

be -different:
Life outside

Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
Durham

· of Durham

Dover.

Everyday I actually got to see people who didn't
have the same haircuts, weren't all 18-22 and
wearing shoes form LL. Bean. And, as all Doverites
know, I can easily get the biggest, best, cheapest
breakfast anywhere at Jakes City Kit€hen.
So if this spring finds you scrambling for a.place
to live in Durham, don't be depressed by waiting
list after waiting list. Don't believe everything you
hear, only what you read right here - commuting
may requrie a shift in lifestyle but it doesn't have
to compromise the quality of your college life.

/

l

• Nov. 4 and 5 at 8:00 PM
·
Nov . 9 at 10:30 A.M and 7.: 00 PM , - - Nov. 10 at 7:00 PM
Nov. 11 and 12 at 8:00 PM
Ge.neral : S6
UNH students, employees, alumni,
and senior citizens : S5

ELIZABETH MORAHAN

A lot of people ask me how I could live in Dover.
I suppose the original reason was that I didn't have
much of a choice. Most juniors and seniors have
experienced the annual frenzied spring housing
safari and know that the chances of emerging
triumphant, with a Durham apartment lease in
hand are, at best, mediocure. I, along with a growing
number of students, was not lucky, made of money
or willing to share a room not much bigger than
the box I had just vacated.
Admittedly, I never expected to live outside of
Durham during my stint at UNH. When I applied
to colleges I always imagined that if would be a
four year package deal; four years of rolling out
of bed and walking to class . Commuting is the
last thing I expected. However, the Fall of my junior
year found me dwelling six miles down route 108
in Dover.
Friends who were still in Durham seemed to
feel bad for my roommates and myself; as if
"commuting" was synonoumous with "boring."
Well, for starters, I don't go home right after class,
grab a bog of Doritos and park it in front of the
television and r don't sit at home twiddling my
thumbs every weekend.
If anything, commuting is an eye opener. Durham
is a very contained, ·secure college student haven.
For the most part it's a very monolithic place, and
besides occasional excursions to Portsmouth and
Boston it seems safe to say that the bulk of UNH
students are satisfied with what Durham offers
them. Durham is a great security blanket, and
before I drifted out to Dover I couldn't imagine
· life outside of Durham's confines. But, there's
more in this area than what's on Main Street.
Although the fear of becoming an "incomplete
student" was strong, I found Dover life a lot more
interesting than I had imagined it would be, and
there were quite a few college students living in

- ·- ·

Reservations: (603) 862-2290
Dinner theater package New England Center Restaurant

THE .GRADUATE SCHOOL
is accepting applications for

TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS FOB
PART TIME GRADUATE DEGREE STUDENTS
for Spring Semester 1988-89
Deadline for application is De~. 1, 1988
Application forms available at the
Graduate School,
Horton Social Science Center

The Purpose:

To encourage thought and discussion about the social and educational value of
Telephone Service.

The Requirements:

Emrants must submit a fifty-word essay. in legible fonn, on the following topic:

"Would Telephone Service in Every Residence Hall Room
Enhance Your Educational Experience at UNH?"
1be Deadline:

Essays must be received at Telecommunications no later than
Friday , November 18.

'lbe Prizes:
.

Fim Place win.~ a free telephone set and $40.00 CASH
Second Place wins a free telephone set and $20.00 CASH

ll1e Disclaimer:

All entries become the propeny of UNH Telecommunications.

·me Address:

Retum all entries to Telecommunications Center, Campus.
Please include your name and address.

1oxicWaste
Dump.
The Great American
Smokeout. Nov. 17.

+er

Elizabeth Morahan is Arts & Entertainment Editor for

The .New Hampshire.

WRITE LETTERS
Unitedway

out the best in all of us~M.
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you've been waiting - NOW THE WAITIN G IS OVER I

TICKETS FOR

•• Don Mcle an

oo

are now on SALE in the MUB Tickte Office!! - So Grab .
your ticket and assure yoursel f a night of pure
musical pleasure !

--- -~~ ~-~ ~~ --- -~
TICKETS FOR
AL

•• ·

TOM

FRANKEN &

will be on SALE

_,,.

__

·.

DAVIS oo

TOMOR ROW

So get ready for that hilarious com.edy team. from.

SATUR DAY NIGHT LIVE!

~

~

~

THURSDAY NIGHT!!
· · MATHE W BR.O DERICK in

••

BILO_XI BLU ES

00

------ ·H IS BEST MOVIE SINCE FERRIS BUELLE R ! -----7:00 & 9:30

1$ for Students 2$ for Non Students
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Remember
To Vote

TODAY
Nov. 8
Ride the Shuttle
• dow n to Oyst er ·River
High Scho ol
Betw een 8am and 6pm

Wedn esday
~ \ \\

!) .\ R 8-:

l

I

RI I I

IS ...

421 Central Ave.
Dover 742-074 7

"BEAR TRACKS NIGHT''
Canadian Nigh t
At The
OY- CLUB
From 9-close

'

\

(

j'

,

-.

I

1

/
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· JIMMY CLIFFwith Arrow
Appearing at the Field House .....

Show starts @ 8pm
Doors open @ '1:15

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE MUB
TICKET OFFICE
Students $'1
Non Students $11 .
also the night of the show for $11 only .
...........,__

Editorial
VOTE!!
DOVER:
When - 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Where - Ward 1 - Dover House Healthcare, Plaza Drive
Ward 2 - St. Mary's Church Hall, Third
Street
Ward -3 - Nile Park Community Center,
Nile Drive

Ward 4- St.Joseph's Parish Hall, Central
Avenue
Ward 5 - Woodman Park School,
Woodman Park Drive
Ward 6 - Horne Street School, Horne
Street
Transportation - For information on
transportation to and from the polls,
call the Dover Democratic.Headquarters
at 749-3325. A handicapped vehicle will
also be available.

NEWMARKET:

Discrimination
To the Editor:
As a public service to the University community generally and
to minorities in particular, I ask
that you publish as soon as possible
the following complaint, which 'I
wrote to the manager of Martin's
Shop and Save in Durham. The
reason for my request is evident
in the body of the letter.
Dear Mr. Sevigny,
In the course of one's daily life,
one is deluged by commercial
messages that associate products
and services with certain positive
traits. For instance, we are told that:
Coca-Cola will make us smile as:
Close-Up toothpaste brings us love,
that the Republican party will
protect us while the Democratic
party cradles us. The reason I bring
this matter up, Mr. Sevigny, is that
the store you manage -- Martin's
Shop and Save of Durham -- is part
of a chain that claims to care about
its customers. However, on the
morning of November 2 an incident
occured in your store that seems
to make Shop and Sav:e·s promise
as hollow as that of any other
commercial product. For, knowingly
and with great amusement one of
your employees publicly ridiculed
me for being a gay man.
Let me explain. On Wednesday
morning my partner and I had
breakfast at the Bagelry, which is
situated in the same shopping
center as your store. After eating,
we left and walked together across
the parking lot toward our respective job sites. Before leaving the
lot, however, I decided to entei;- Shop
and Save to pick up some-groceries
for lunch. Because we were parting
ways, I gave my partner a kiss goodbye while standing -- by chance - in front of your store. Immediately
after doing so, I noticed that one
of your employees .(a man about
thirty-years old, with a moustache
and the beginnings of a receding
hairline) was looking at the two
of us as he approached the store.
His expression was one of contempt
and amusement.
My trip to your store was quick:
I picked up what I needed and made
it to the cashier's line in about three
minutes. As I · was paying the
cashier, the employee I had seen
in the parking lot rounded a corner

at the front of the store, then
stopped and stood no farther than
ten feet from me. With obvious
calculation, to another employee
he yelled out in a very whiny,
condescending voice, "Steve... where's mu good-morning kiss?"
He then looked at me and went up
to the manager's office laughing,
quite pleased with himself.
I was furious. Not only had this
man chosen to insult a customer,
but he also attempted to debase me
as a human being. As soon as this
happened, I went up to rhe manager's office after him. First I told
him that he could expect a letter
of complaint to be submitted to the
manager. When that was met with
nothing but the continuation of
laughter, I completely lost my
temper and yelled expletives at him.
I then stormed out of your store.
On a moral level, what your employee did to me was the equivalent
of calling a black person "nigger"
and a Jewish person "kike."
So, Mr. Sevigny, what is it that
I want? As Shop and Save is the
store that cares about its customers,
I would like two things. First, I want
the employee in question to write
a formal, signed letter of apology
to me and send it to the Editor of
The New Hampshire for publication in its "Letters" section. (A copy
of this letter has already been sent
to them). As the employee humiliated me i.n public, I feel that he
should apologize to me in public.
Second, along with that letter I
would like to hear what the man.agement of Shop and Save intends
to do to assure the community that
an event like the one I described
will never take place again.
If either of my requests are not
met by Shop and Save, I will have
to assume that Martin's of Durham
does not actually care about its
customers. Further, I will boycott
your store and suggest that organizations with which I am affiliated
not only follow suit, but that they
boycott the entire Shop and Save
chain as well. I estimate that that
would result in your losing tens of
thousands of dollars in business and
a whole lot of respect from the
public.
James E. Kiely
Durham

DURHAM:
When - 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Where - Oyster River High School
Transportation - A shuttle will be
running from T-Hall to the high school
· from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m ..

When - 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Where - Junior-Senior High School

Economics
To the Editor:
In America 1oday a good portion
of our successful figures are essentially (when it all boils down) made·
successful by salaries financed
through foreign loans. Their salary
buys their house, car, vacations etc,
and in this way they s~pport rhe
housing manufacturing and tourism
industries. In this way our economy
is made more liquid, and our
standard of living is enhanced.
Their Gospel is that this shot in
the arm (foreign leaks) will make
America strong enough to overcome her indebtedness. This could
make sense if they put the loans
to strict industrial use. If we built
industries which made internationally marketable goods we could pay
off the principle with produce.

Healthy .Criticism
To the Editor
Criticism can be seen as positive
because it shows people are concerned enough to notice or care
about rhe situation. Suggestions
for change can make a di.fference.
Ir rakes courage to take a stand
and risk displeasure or personal
rebuke.
Personally, I'm more comfortable
and seem to accomplish more when
I do less blaming and/ or a tracking
and just explain how I feel about
rhe situation or make a suggestion.
Looking for the good in each
situation and reinforcing or drawing

attention ro the positive leaves me
in a better frame of mind. Hopefully
others feel better too.
I enjoyed the positive column by,
Michael Stinson in the Oct. 28 New
Hampshireand Marr Found's. letter
to rhe editor about President Haaland' s contributions to U.N.H.
When what I ·d o right is applauded I work a lot harder and
usually more productively. How
about you?
Jeanne Wetherby
Assistant Chaplain
Catholic Student Center

Letters to the Editor should be typed and must
include a name, address and phone number
for verification.

However
they
buyforeign
a great loan.
deal of
luxury
with
their
Ir • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - • - boils down to a judgement call: too
much luxury, not enough industry,
or is the balance just right? The
JOANNE MARINO, Editor-in-Chief.
Romans and the British have both
experienced the outcome of buying
ROBERT C. DURLING, Managing Editor KRISTIANNE SUDOL, Managing Editor
too much luxury. My call is we're
SUSAN FLYNN, News Editor
PAMELA DEKONING, News Editor
teetering on the line; Bush wants
RICHARD D'AVOLIO, Sports Editor
MICHAEL C. STINSON, Sports Editor
to push the economy one step
SHARON DONOVAN, Photo Editor
ERIC STITES, Photo Editor
farther, Dukakis intends to lead a
ELIZABETH J. MORAHAN, Arts Editor GAIL ROBERTSON, Forum Editor
"-strategic financial retreat" from
SCOTT MILLER, Business Manager
the edge of Peter Peterson's "im.DEB MACNEILL, Advertising Manager
possibility" (Time mag. Oct. 31,
Deborah Hopkins
Jill Van LoKeren
Advertising Associates
1988, p. 68). The implications are
Emily Kelemen
Amanda Waterfield
Debbie Donohoe
vast for the only known cure of deep
Renee Lindoe
Arts Reporters
Parke Madden
Ashley Logan
Lauren Clark
Sarah Minnoch
recession/ depression is the war
Bryan Lyons
Ric Dube
Asst Business Mgr.
economy ( a US aid package).
Dan MacDonald
Brendan Gleeson
Linda Rodgers
Suzy McDermott
Karen Hall
Christopher Nielsen
Clrculatlon Mgr.
Elizabeth Moulton
Patrik Jonsson
Steve Greason
Junior English Major
Stacey Murgo
Arthur Lizie
Asst Clrculatlon Mgr.

The New Hampshire

Sexist
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter in response to the one by Chris Castro
on November 1, 1988. In his letter
Chris stated that the "men" tries
to help the "girls." I find this sexist
terminology offensive and demeaning. Why are the males considered
men whereas the females, whom
I assume to be of the same age, are
deemed girls? To some this may
appear as if I am overreacting and
possibly that is because they do not
realize that this is a sexist remark,
but this is just a simple example
of the inequality to which women
are subjugated. No male of 20 years
would be called a boy, so why would
a female be called a girl? Please
think about this.
Melissa LaBarge
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Students vs. administration
By Greg Becker

l 9vcss ·,1.•s
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Election Day

* * * * * * * * *

Does America
need
suspenders?
·Europe's view on America
By Patrick Jonsson
Strasbourg, France- "I cannot tell a lie," Honest
Abe told his father. This was after the cherry tree.
America, of course, has fell its little cluster of
cherry trees in the past few years, too.
"I can't really recall," · Honest George Bush
would've told his father. "I can't say for sure, It's
slipped my mind."
A full-page ad for an insurance company in The
Independent, a leading British paper, had this to
show: A large picture of Gerald Ford and Dick Nixon,
watching Ronald Reagan making a speech. They
all looked entranced.
The ad had this to say underneath the snap-shot:
"Our company prides itself on honesty. Those not
qualified need not apply."
Europe watches America constantly with that
sort of embarrassing clarity. They catch us everyday
with our pants down.
Of course we are quick to pull up. American press
has pretty much laid to rest all of Reagan and Bush's
fallen cherry trees.
That cherry wood is now a nice new table in Mrs.
Bush's kitchen. The Republicans won't mention
the twin deficits. They're riding on their wake.
They' re sailing.
But Europe is worried. Finally, after hundreds
of years of trying, Europe is coming into its own
as one nation - under So,ialism. The European
Community fuses as a whole in 1992. Where will
America be in 1992? The rest of the world- 1Europe,
China, Japan, and so on- is moving for»rard at a
surprising pace. At a joyous pace.
·
Bush says "stay". In the polls that are published
widely here as well, also seem to be saying "stay".
"Stay" is dangerous. For the world. For America.
All of Europe sees chis. A few Americans can
too. Europe has never really trusted Americans.
Before we've never cared what Er.ropeans think.
Maybe we ought to care /now.
By 1992 we'll (Au1ericans) know the mistake
we made when we voted Bush for president. Europe
will have kicked our naked butts.

Patrick Jonsson is a former arts reporter for The
New Hampshire.

After viewing the headline of the Tuesday, October
if you are on the right track, if you don't move you
- 25 issue of The New Hampshire, I am troubled
are bound to be run over." We are heading in the
as to the future relationship between the adminright direction and we have the potential to make
istration and the students here at U.N.H .. The
chis campus whatever we want it to be. It is not
headline read, "Students Win MUB Basement."
simply 'our MUB,' it is our school. We are just as
I am not upset with the content of the article which
much a part of this community as the administration
followed. i was one of the students involved with
(in fact, by numbers, we are a larger part of the
the 'movemtnt' to acquire the basement space for
community than they are). I could go further to
student use. I was e'.1.ted at the meeting last Friday
state it is our town, it is our nation, it is our world,
when the president's .l,x ision was handed down,
it is our universe, etc., but that is another letter
but the headline made me realize something very
I'll gee to later.
important and perhaps very dangerous. We, the
For the here and now, we are faced with this
students, are at war with the administration.
problem of war. I am tempted to say 'guerrilla war,'
If we are to view the campus as a battlefield, we
because we were not sure for the longest time who
can see the territorial losses the students have
the enemy was. I was convinced when I first arrived
incurred over the past few years. The administration
that the administration was here to assist us in
seized and inhabited. T-hall. They conquered Stoke
our four years, tossing in advice and favors when
and set up camp, all the while reporting back to
needed. What I now see is a structure which we
headquarters and plotting the overthrow of the
the students must find every loophole and path
MUB. It was at this point that a few students caught
around in order to make it out in four years. We
on to attacks being made on them. It is no wonder
are not playing fair ball here. We are thrown curve
that the students were unable to see what was
h:~lls in many forms, all of which inhibit our growth
happening: smoke screens such as 'social policies,'
and education. This is not right. This is not what
'late fees,' and 'tuition increased for out of state . we pay for. students' were all thrown up to distract us. They'
Perhaps I am not the one to take this war in the
are all minor issues meant to draw our attention
palm of my hand and attempt to win it. I am generally
from the true intent. Posses ion is 9 / lOths of the
a pacifist and I see no positive outcome arriving
law: what strategy!
through confrontation. It is my nature to work with
The students have not 'won' the MUB basement.
my enemies rather than against them. I propose
We merely fended off the first attack by the
this is the approach the administration should take
administration on it. We had better move quickly ' with us. If there is a problem with the students,
to utilize the space before they have time to regroup
don't take over a central dorm and attempt to relocate
and attack again. I hope that we are not now going . them in the middle of the horse trails. This doesn't
co trip over our own shoestrings and get all caught
solve your problem, it only moves it a little further
up in deciding what to put down there. These
away, and gives it a little room to grow. As you
decisions were all made last year through the use
can see also, it eventually comes back to haunt you.
of pulse surveys and a basement committee. They
I think it is time that both sides come to the
don't have co be decided again.
bargaining table and no longer hold one of their
Perhaps the key to• winning this 'war' is
hands forward in friendship, and keep the other
organization. Right now the administration is
clenched in a f isc behind their backs. If a house
holding meetings, planning, scheming. While we,
divided cannot stand, a university divided cannot
the students sit idle, waiting for a decision and then
educate. Let's come together and unify. That's when
reacting. This is no way co go about getting
real progress can be made.
something yowdesire. My father tells me, "even
Greg Becker is a senior in the School of Liberal
Arts.

Male rape

atUNH
By Debra Schairer
In the past few weeks the topic of male rape has
been discussed in The New Hampshire to some
extent but further discussion is needed. Many do
not even believe that men can be raped. The men
who are survivors of male rape must deal with guilt
and disbelief. Since men are so often socialized
inw a role where they can't even conceive of
themselves as victims. When a man is raped his
entire impression of himself and his world is
shattered.
So far this semester Cool-Aid has received several
calls _dealing with the subject of rape. All of these
callers were men. Two of these rapes occurred this
semester. One of which was a sexual assault related
to hitchhiking. In the past year and a half, CoolAid has received a number of calls deaiing with
men who were raped while hitchhiking in the
surrounding area. Cool-Aid is coming forth with
this information because too many men do not relate
to the subject of male rape. It happens on this campus
and could happen to any man despite his size,
strength, or sexual preference. The subject of male
rape has become more recognized but many men
are still ignorant about it.

...Furthermore
By Eve Goodmon
1
...... Furthermore (Men as Victims)
...... they think hitchhiking is safe because they
are men ... So who is going to rape them? ... Deb,
a counselor for SHARRP and Cool-Aid was telling
me during a recent meeting.
·
Men as victims of sexual assault are only now
being acknowledged, their shame and humiliation
at what they "should have been able to fight off
· or repel" is further compounded with society's myth
and their own doubts about their s~xuality.
Several reportings of sexual assault-involving
male students hitchhiking were brought to the
attention of Cool-Aid and SHARRP. The following
are mean( to educate and inform the UNH student
body:
• Hitchhiking can be unsafe for both men and
women.
• In the vast majority of sexual assault cases the
victim is female and the perpetrator is male.
• In most sexual assaults involving MEN as victims
the perpetrator is MALE HETEROSEXUAL.
• If you are raped call SHARRP, 24 hour service,
through Dispatch-862-1212 for a male or female
counselor.
• If you want to talk anonymously to a peer counselor
call Cool-Aid at 862-2293 between 6 p.m. and
midnight.

No one ever asks to-be victimized, pothing you
do or say justifies the perpetrator's actions.

Eve Goodmon is the SHARRP coordinator.
Debra Schairer is a junior with a Social Work
major,co-coordinator of Cool-Aid, and a SHARRP
advocate.
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COME TO FIELD EXPERIENCE NOW!
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Arts ·& Entertainment
U2 concert film has its moment s
By Marc A. -Mamigonian

Rock documentaries can be
a dangerous territory to examine, especially when they center
around one individual or group.
Good ones are few and far
between, and even the good ones
often get labeled as "indulgent"
or "egotistical." Of course, the
very act of making a film is
egotistical; in presuming that
anyone would want to see anything you made. Rock is egotistical and indulgent, especially
from a band like U2 that actually
tries to say something in an
intelligent way.
After all, film is not thought
of by most people as an art form
(who cares if they colorize it,
it's only a movie) and rock music
is frequently lumped with illiteracy and child molestation as
one of society's ills. So why
should you pay $5.00 to see a
movie about U2?
Perhaps you should not. Certainly, if ypu are not interested
in U2, this film is not going to
convert you; it is not intended
as a U2 fan club recruitment
film. If, however, you are at all
interested in the band, and even
if you are just curious to see how
film and rock music can be
wedded (not that it hasn't been
done before) in a non-MTV
format, you might want to check
out Rattle and Hum.
Okay. Last question before
getting on to some actual analysis. Why U2? Pardon me while
I put on my music cr_itic h~t.

U2.
Quite simply, U2 is about the
only band around that is 1)
popular enough and 2) good
enough to merit a full length
feature film chronicling their
performances.
Over the past 9 years U2 has
consistently produced outstanding music and has continued to
evolve, mature, and strangely
enough, gain popularity in a
time (and this is true of most
periods in rock historu, lest you
think I am dumping on the 80'snot that it doesn't deserve it)

when vacuity and lack of any
kind of musical or moral integrity rules the airwaves. If you
do not accept this, then you
probably either enjoy vacuous
music lacking any kind of musical or moral integrity or you
don't care about rock music, both
of which are more than your
right. Time to put my film critic
hat back on before I get myself
in trouble.
Rattle and Hum is an exciting, stylish, and extremely ambitious film; possibly the finest

film of its kind since The Last
Waltz in 1977 (I should note
that I never did see Sign O' The
Times). However, it is impressive without ever being revealing; it never really tries to show
what the band is all about.
Whenever the band tries to
talk, they get tongue tied. Just
prior to writing this article, I
saw Roger "The Fat One" Ebert
complaining about this film
because (among other equally
absurd reasons) he could not
understand the words. As proof,

he pointed to a clip of Bono
singing the final line from
"Running To Stand Still": "She
will suffer the needle's
chill/She's running to stand
still." Roger, old boy, if you can't
decifer the words to an acoustic
number (if he had said "Bullet
the Blue Sky" I might have
accepted the statement, although one can certainly intuit
the meaning without always
hearing every word), then
U2, page 18

-------------- -------------- -

LP Shorts
By Arthur Lizie
Ofra J-{aza Shaday (Sire Records) - According to popular
legend and publicity, Ofra Haza
is Israel's most popular artist.
That's nice. It (Ould also be a
total lie. Did she sell more
records than Slim Whitman and
Zamf ir combined? Why isn't
Shaday ("The Divine" in Yemenite) being advertised on
cable TV if she is so popular in
a foreign country? Does Art
Linkletter listen to her while
sitting on his Craftmatic Adjustable Bed? Anyway, Haza has
an alluring voice, sensual but
not pandering. Too bad her
backing music is obnoxious and
mechanical, mere soulless disco.
She sings in Hebrew so the lyrics
make more sense than your
average Debbie Gibson song.
The most interesting track is
"Eshal," a Middle Eastern .kin
to Madonna's (who's she?)
"Open Your Heart." An interesting disc but don't get your
hopes up. Do they do the Watusi
at the Wailing Wall? Who can
say.

Hunters and Collectors Fate
(l.R.S. Records) - It's almost
cruel to mention Midnight Oil
and Hunters and Collectors in
the same breath, but here goes.
There are just too many similarities to be overlooked: 1)
Both groups are from Australia,
but Paul Hogan is from Australia and he sounds like neither
of these bands. 2) Both groups
write catchy, har~ driving pop

songs, but so do INXS and they
are fro•m Australia but they don't
really sound like the Oils or the
Collectors or Paul Hogan. 3)
Both groups are socially conscious but so is Jane Fonda and
she isn't from At:stralia and she
doesn't write catchy, hard driving pop songs although some
may find her more fetching than
·Paul Hogan. 4) Both groups are
quite entertaining, but some
people find Joel Gray entertaining and he isn't from Australia,
he doesn't write catchy, hard
driving songs and he isn't Jane
Fonda. What this means is that
if you like Midnight Oil, then
you should give Hunters and
Collectors' Fate a really good
listen. Even if you don't like the
Oils you should listen to this
record is good, if you know what
·
I mean.
"Weird Al" Y ankovic Great est Hits (Rock and Roll Records/CBS) - It's very, very,
very hard to believe that "Weird
Al" Y ankovic has been allowed
to release five records and now
a greatest hits package. Why
hasn't the average house fly or
Morton Downey Jr. audience
member been allowed to release
six albums? But, hey when you
think about it, this is the Weird
Alan Y ankovic that America has
grown up with. It's all here: the
funs, the laughs, the toothpaste,
the tears that America has
shared with weird Al, from the
SHORTS, page 18
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U2
(continued from page 17)

-

you've got a big problem.
On the other hand , Ebert
likely did not enjoy the luxury
of having someone sitting across
from him who knew every word
to the songs, and who, unlike
·those of us who keep such
information to ourselves, insisted on singing along. Too bad
for him.
The first hour or so of the film
is shot in striking black and
white. It includes some fantastic
sequences: an inspirational performance of "I Sill Haven't
Found What I'm Looking For"
at a Harlem church, a blazing
rehearsal of "Desire," a pilgrimage to Sun Studios in Memphis
an~ the recording there of
"Angel of Harlem", rehearsals
and a performance with B.B.
'Tm Not Good At Chords" King
of "When Love Comes To
Town," and a trip to Gracelend
to pay homage to the King. And,
. of course, there is some great
concert footage, which comes
admirably close to conveying
the excitement of seeing U2 live.
Included is a scorching version of "Silver and Gold," in
which Bono asks the already
legendary musical question "Am
I buggin' ya? I don't mean to bug
ya." Also featured is a performance of Dylan's "All Along
the Watchtower" (somehow
sounding better than on the
record)_in a park in San Francisco, when Bono, slipping into
"self-absorbed rock star mode"
spray painted "Rock and Roll
Stop The Traffic" on a large
sculpture in the park. Gee, I wish
I could get away with vandalism.
When the film switches to
color, in order to exploit a fiery
"under a blood red sky" stage
effect at an Arizona concert, it
loses momentum. This is partly
due to the change to color,
which, as it is used in the film,
is ineffective and uninteresting;
the concerts are so harshly lit
that everyone is in silouette
anyway, so why use color?
The bogging down of the film
is mainly due to the unfortunate
song selection for the last 30
minutes, The song selection was
not very adventurous anyway
(nothing pre-Unforgettable
Fire except the lamentable
"Sunday Bloody Sunday"), so
why aggravate the situation by
playing the overdone "Bad,"
"With Or Without You," "Sunday Bloo~y Sunday" (how long,

must we hear that sonb,.. ), ana
"Pride." "Bad" was release~ live
about three years ago and was
played live before millions on
Live Aid and the televised
Amnesty International Show.
"With Or Without You" is
shot almost indentically to the
video, only in color. As for
"Sunday Bloody Sunday," why
continue beating a dead horse
that was never that lively to
begin . with? The band is obviously sick of playing it, and
we are sick of hearing it.
The most exciting part of the
song was Bono's lecture on the
"Glorious Revolution" ("bleep
the revolution," quoth he),
which should tell you something. As for "Pride," just give
it a rest, lads. The only justifiable
inclusion in the concluding set
was a fierce version of "Bullet
the Blue Sky," since that is the
song from which the film's title
is derived. I can see those fighter
planes, but I can't see why they
ended the film the way they did.
The film is, conclusion excepted, skillfully directed by Phil
Joneau (Three O'Clock High),
particularly the concert sequences (the half-hearted attempts
at interviews are lame but rather
amusing). Yet~ when I look back
on the film, I think the part that
impressed me most was one of
the simplest, which came early
on in the film. Against travelling shots showing scenes of
Dublin, the Edge sings "van
Dieman's land," a suprisingly
moving elegy from the "Rattle
and Hum" album. The Edge's
slightly creaky, Dylanesque
voice and the stark photography
turn out, in retrospect, to be the
perfect antidote to the occasional excesses that follow. It is
remniscent of a scene in one the
definitive music documentaries,
D.A. Pennebaker's Don't Look
Back, in which Dylan sings a
gentle, wistful version of 'Tm
So Lonesome I Could Cry" in
his hotel room," which stands
out as a contrast against the
hectic pace he keeps and the
vitriolic he flashes throughout
the film.
Rattle and Hum, like Don't
Look Back, needed this moment
of quiet among the, well, rattle
and hum of the rest of the film.
If for nothing else other than
this scene, this is a film well
worth checlr · 0ut.

·_: •· • .•11111._,
Ir••_•

Tickets are still available for reggae great Jimmy Llitf'sconcert this Sunday the 13th. Contact
the MUB ticket office at 862-2290 for more information.

SHORTS
(continued from page 17)
infant MTV days of "Eat It" to Jefferson, R.E.M.'s manager,
the later lunacy of "Fat." They owns Dog Gone Records.
could have at least released some Hmmmmm. Sturdy, interesting
of the early stuff ("Another One independant music - support
Rides The Bus" "My Bologna") it.
or the Polka medlies. Not very
necessary, but if you think Weird
Ozzy Ozbourne No Rest For
Al is funny, then it's all been The Wicked (CBS Associated
very necessary hasn't it?
Labels) -What can be said about
the ol' blobby Oz-meister that
Seven Simons clockwork hasn't been said before? He uses
(Dog Gone Records) - Well, more hairgoop than Luis Powell, well what do we have here? Ionia; Randy Rhoads is still
Another A THENS Band? How dead. Why does everyone under
quaint. As with most of the the-mental age of twelve think
recent A THENS bands, Seven Randy was the best thing since
Simons are competent bur not microwave popcorn? He just
striking, catchy but not over- wasn't th~t great. He had a plane
bearing, not too tart, not too land on him. Why? Randy's
sweet and they've got that cool replacement plucks the six
lemony sound. They'd probably strings with as much aplomb
be fun live, but they're a little as a toaster, or, as Achilles to
flat here on record. Not surpris- the swift winter breeze that
ingly R.E.M. is invoked a bit grazes the once barren land. So
here, especially Stipe/Mills to speak. Guitar solos, man. Is
vocal interplay on "Murder -Ozzy the most uncoordinated
Creek." As a matter of fact; _ man in the history of the world?

Have you ever seen clips of him
trying to keep time when he was
in Sabbath? He knows as much
about rhythm as your average
parent knows about using a
VCR. Maybe it was his hair that
made him lose his balance. In
all fairness No Rest For· The
Wicked, in spite of the highly
original title, is Ozzy's strongest
album in years. He actually does
some good ol' rock 'n' roll, none
of the schlocky synth filled
garbage of the last few albums.
You could even slam to "The
Demon Alcohol," not that you'd
want to touch people who go
to Ozzy shows. Where's the
obligatory tacky metal ballad?
Although he doesn't return to
early '70s form, the days when
metal ruled the world, Ozzy
manages to give it the ol' "just
like witches at black masses"
try.
_ Way to go, Ozzy!
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UNH faculty members Leaf Seligman and David
Magidson work on Seligman's play "Wild Kingdom." . _
Magidson, the chairperson of the Department of Theater
and Dance is directing the play which stars several
UNH students . .. Wild Kingdom" will be performed
in the Johnson Theater November 9, 11 and 12. For
more information call the MUB ticket office at ...,J2-

Seven Simons.
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CUT OUT HERE.
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S99·takes you to Florida and back.

Our new low student fares are a quick study! Just sgg rounGI trip on Continental's new nonstops
from Boston to Tampa and Ft. Lauderdale only. Please present this coupon when you purchase
your ticket (one coupon per ticket, originals only. no copies allowed). Tickets available for
purchase only at Continental ticketing locations. Students must present valid college ID when
purchasing ticket. This fare is nonrefundable and is valid only for full-time college students
age 25 or younger. Travel must originate in Boston and be completed by December 14. 1988.
Holiday blackouts apply (November 18. 19, 22. 23. 26-28). Round trip purchase required.
Seats are limited and fare may not be available on every flight. This.offer is not valid in conjunction
with any other Continental fare promotion. and no OnePasssM miles may be earned with this
special fare.
·

I
I
I

I

I
I

Continental Agent Ticketlng lnst111ctlons.
1. The original promotional certificate (no copies) must be presented.
Verify travel for compliance with all conditions of the certificate.
Verify student ID and customer age 25 or under.
2. Retrieve the customer's PNR and create a Stored Ticket Shell.
Complete the ticket as follows:
A. FARE BASISmCKET DESIGNATOR: Enter "GH75".
B. NOT VALID AFTER: Enter " 14DEC".
C. FARE CALCULATION LADDER: "BOS CO (applicable
Florida city code) 02.31 CO BOS 01 .85 87 .51 S91.67"
D. FARE/TAX/TOTAL: Enter "91.67n .33/S99.00".

3. Use Ticket Remarks to enter the following information:
"Yalid CO Only/Non-Ref."
,
4. Issue a ticket using Even Exchange (EE) entry to enter the exchange
document number (BOSTON-0054850899999X• 3) and the
actual form of payment used.
5. Draw a diagonal line across the face of the certificate and mark
"Exchanged". Enterthe form and serial number of the ticket issued
and attach to the Auditor's coupon .
6. StudentlD must be verified attime of airport o_-:r :'.k-in.
·

·

3-0C5-485-0899999-6
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TO CUT UP DOWN HERE.

And take your cut of up to •200 savings on our new low student fares.
First grab a pair of scissors. Then pack your swimsuit and suntan oil. Because students can now
··
cut up in Tampa or Ft. Lauderdale. for only $99 round trip from Boston.
Just cut out Continental's low student fare coupon, above, and bring it with you when you purchase your tickets.
No advance purchase or Saturday night stay r~qui_red and travel must b~ cor:npleted by ~ecember 14, 1988.
Just follow the instructions on the coupon. And you II discover that sunny Florida 1s a mere srnp, pack and splash away.
For reservations, call Continental at 617-569-8400. ·

As
~

CONTINENTAL
Working to be Boston's choice.

© 1988 Continental Airlines. Inc.
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Management Training Program
Our management training program ·
will·guide you to the upper eschelon
of our corporation: General Manager,
District Manager, V.P., C.0.0. -there's
nothing to stop the right individual.

just
another
bus

into

Hannaford Bros. Co. is a billion
dollars plus food and drug retailer
in beautiful Northern New England.
If you have the brains, persistence,
and desire to reach the top, we
offer you the ideal corporate ladder.

For more information, we will be
conducting an informational session on:

C&J /RAILWAYS
742-5111
742-299D

Tuesday Nov. 15th
6:30pm
the Hannover Room, MUB

T

E OYSTER
CLUB
Welcomes You To Enjoy

SPECIALS
~

Mon.- Fri. From 3 to ~ ~
~
ANDLIVE . ~

Be aCollege Pro,
manager next summer. ,
Leap ahead with
,., .:~---valuable experience.

E.NTERTAINMENT

*

WEDNESDAY THRO ~
SATURDAY NIGHTS

l'bv there's one summer job that lets you manage your own
business - a summer a£ a College Pro Manager.
You'll gain h&nds-on training in "real life" business skills.
Plus, you'll have tile opportunity to make great money whiie
gettir,g your "real wor1d M.B.A." from the most successful
painting company in the wor1d .

. ~ER-c

i~~
!\.\\\. B.\R &. l~Rll.1.

421 Central Ave.
Dover 742-0747

First year managers make
an average of 8-10
thousand per summer
Don't wait, most positions
filled by December.

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS (US) LTD.
400 Riverside Avenue
MEDFORD, MA.
02155
or call: 1-800-346-4649

DON'T GET A JOB THIS SUMMER. GET A BUSINESS.
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Comics
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Freaker Patrol

by Michael Dowe
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Superguy

by Kurt Krebs

"BY JOHN
HACKS HALL
------.................
...------------TfUE iO HIS WOR°'

PRESIDENT HAALAIJ~
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AH!
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PR(SIDENT
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM
by Mike Peters

,,AMERICA,
VHATA

COUN·TRV,

BLOOM COUN~Y

by Berke Breathed
N/117/RlllL Y, MII/JA
YIJfJ 5fld(Jl/J Tlll<i
1HIIT IN mG 517/i
Of /Ill Clll'l/11
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Death in Heaven .- A Companion
BAI E'- :C GA,S
#IT cl.r.ME FDR

r.

VM£

~EA.,M,TJ
IISCLES.

GOT" A
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by Jeff Harris
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CLASSIFIED
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer, yr . round .
Europe , S. America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free
info. Write IJC, P.O. Box 52-NH01 Corona
Del mar, CA 92625.
FURNITURE- Bureau, mahoganey, 3'x5',
$30. Desk, oak, free. 7 49-1739.
NISHIKI MOUNTAIN BIKE- 19.5" frame,
chromoly, mostly new components (shimavo exage) $3,251. 431-8577.
78 CHEVY LUV PICK UP- Looks and runs
great. Will pass inspection. AM/FM
cassette. 4 speed . Great heat! Call for a
test drive. 659-7778-Andy.
1984 SUBARU GL-10 STATION WAGON- 5-speed, all options, including A/C,
cruise, sunroof. No rust. A beauty. $4000
even. 868-5122.
VINTAGE DRESSES- Large assortment
at Vintage Dr.esses . Never worn at $10
each. Cash, all sales final. No refunds, No
returns, no exchange. Call 603-659-5513.
1982 SUBARU DL WAGON- Recently
inspected, strong engine, 104K miles, good
tires, runs well, call 659-2582 after 6 p.m.,
$900.
USED BICYCLES- NISHIKI MT. Colorado
$385, Marienc 55 cm $685, 19" Fat Chance
$1399, Univega 21" $385. Days 868-5634.
1980 r:!ATStJN 210 WAGON- Engine,
tires, exhaust, brakes all good. Some rust.
Reliable transportation . Call Peter 8685108.
1976 FORD WAGON- Runs well. New
engine with only 15,000 miles. New tires
and many parts . Needs some bodywork/mufflerwork. Dependable and cheap.
$350 firm. 679-8362.

-

78 SAAB- $100. 2 Vegas 7 4's- both $125.
One runs the other for parts . Many extras
for all cars. Jere 868-2886.
1968 VW Bus - Runs Great, Excellent clutch
and brakes . 5 good tires; AM/FM Radio,
No Rust $650. Call Kirk 862-4561 #219
1982 Toyota Corolla - Tercell. Automatic .
4-dr. Good condition, only 52,000 miles,
original owner. $2200. (603)659-2049,
leave message.
RELIABLE COMMUTER CAR: 1985 Ford
Tempo GL 5 speed AM/FM, air, rear defog.
Must see. 749-0914.

HELP WANTED: Full time and part time
positions available for a Salesperson to
price merchandise and sell womens Ski
fashions. Apply in person at Putnam's Ski
and Sports- 990 Lafayette Rd., Rt. 1,
Portsmouth.
TUTORS NEEDED - - ECONOMICS,
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING. Get paid to
share your knowledge! Call the TASK
Center, 862-3698.
INTERNSHIP available at a well known TV
Station in Mass. GREAT OPPORTUNITY
- great job for your resume! Find out more
- Call FIELD EXPERIENCE 862-1184.
MANAGEMENT & SUPERVISION positions
available at recreational/ educuational
organization in Rochester. Re~ponsible
for supervision of 5-12 year old children
& planning activities for them. Excellent
Experience. 15-20 hrs/wk. good, negptiable pay. CALL FIELD EXPERIENCE 8621184.

HOUSING
DURHAM- Need a female to sublet newly
reovated apartment A .S.A.P. and/or.2nd
semester $344.00/mo Furnished & Utilities
included call 431-4101 or 887-3860 after
6 pm.
LEE- Rooms for rent $65 to $75 per week.
Security deposit $160 . Share kitchen, living
room , and bath, washer and dryer. Call 6642029.
DURHAM - Roommate needed (possibly
2) , to live in house with 5 other females,
close to campus. Call Michelle C. or Liz
at 868-6547 for more info
NEWMARKET - Housemate needed to
live in a house with 6 other people. On KariVan route. Comfortable and roomy with
a washer, partly furnished . $195/month
plus utilities (low). Must be seen . Security
deposit and lease required . Needed now
or for next semester. No pets and nonsmokers. Call Abi or Leslie at 659-2386.

c~~~~~~!,~,g,.,To t~:~:n:;::~:e sun
SANTA'S COMING TO TOWN! - Nov. 19,
Newington Mall. He needs help! DaysNights-Weekends. Good pay. Call Karen
743-4738.

glasses outside of Huddleston on Thursday
11-3 at 1 :00, please return them to the Dean
of Students Office - no quesitons asked.
Badly needed.

Betsy, Thqnks for helprng me this week.
You're the best Big Sister. (I wouldn 't feel
guilty either!) Love ya, Carrie.
To all UNH Republicans and newly
mellowed-out liberal Democrates, Breathe
easy and look forward to another four years
of prosperity & peacell a UNH Republican
Le_§bian Support Group- Open to all area
Lesbians. Meetings entirely confidential.
Every Wed. 8:00 pm Health Services
second floor conference room.
CG- Did you remember what I'm supposed
to remind you about?!?! B2

*To: Sonya, Amy, Sue, Tracy, Heather,
Carolyn, Christa, Kim B., Kim M., Ilka, Julie,
Kristie , Jenny, and Jen - the pledges of
Sigma Iota Sigma*: You guys are doing
great and we love yal!! Remember, TRUST
USf!! Love the Sisters of Sigma Iota Sigma
John- Thanks for a great weekend' I'll go
home with you anytime!! Love ya - Chubby
Ankles*
Brock, How 'bout yellow jello?? - PICNIC

What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH .... feel free
to call any of these members of the Diversity
To Boomer, Thanks for writing me my first
Committee:
personal in three years. It's nice to know
*Denise Connors, Nursing Dept. - 862-3405
somebody loves me. Have you talked to
*Stuart Churchill-Hoyer, Dean of Students
Clifty yet? Are you going to "turn things ·
Office -862-2050
around"? Love, your "Pervy" friend.
*Les Fischer, English Dept. - 862-1313
Hey Kristen S. - You know what? You're
*Marianne Fortescue, Studnet Activities
all right!! -"'T.
- 862-1524
*Susan Fransosa, Dept. of Education - 862To Susie G. - I'm so psyched your my little
2376
sister!II Lets get together soon - for dinner
*Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office or to just chat! Keep smiling and remember
862-2050
how lucky you are to have me for a big sis,
ha, ha!!! Get psyched for Thursday. Love,
Liz
Scott Murphy - don't go to California!! Stay
Dear Paula- You are the most awesome
pledge trainer - I love ya lots - Thanks for
everything! Remember ... MTM Love, Vera

Joyce - Thanks for the Trick-or-Treat bag
last week. You're the best AX Big Sis and
it can only get better! Have a fun week.
Love Julie.
Kritter - Why didn't you tell me Friday was
your birthday? Anyway ... hope it was the
best. Love, Kath.
Heidi- I'm so psyched you're my little sister.
you're the best. But stop lying to me (the
P.O.!) Love ya Susanne.

here and warm my heart in the tender
coldness of new England ...love the secret
one.
Dave C. Thanks for being here when I need
you. I'll always love you. Together Forever
Amanda.
John - HAPPY BELATED 8 MONTHS!!
They've been awesome. Thanks for everything. You're the Best. All my love, Car.

-~

Ellen - You 're the best little sis ever. Let's
get together more often . Just remember
- take it easy! Love, Kritter
Chris Benecick, the blond SAE from clbove
Store 24: YOU ARE INCREDIBLY HOT!!
Sweethart, Thank you for a wonderful year.
Your caring, understanding and support
have helped me survive college. Oh ya ,
your kisses and hugs haven't been bad
either. A lifetime with you sounds delightful.
YES' Always, Honeybunny ..
Kimberly M. - "Sheena" : Get pumped for
a great semester with Sigma Iota Sigma
- we'll have a blast' Love "your big &is"
Michelle
To Joe Rustic, I just love that forml! (You
know I can't be totally serious.) Always,
Honeybunny. P.S. Na, Na I got my personal
in before you!
Paula H . - YAY' .. .This note is just for you
- Isn't it "beautiful?" Love Ya, Vera

"Drink provoke::; tne desire, but it takes
away the performance ." - Shakespeare.
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to
sexual stimulation, but reduces physical
abilities and can lead to irresponsible
decision making. Call Health Services 8623823 for more info.

ATTENTION - FACULTY , STUDENTS,
AND CONSUL TANTS!!I Wo.rd Processing/Typing Service - Resumes, Manuscripts, Theses, Correspondence , Mailing
Lists . Professional quality . IBM/Diablo
equipment. Over nine years experience .
Call Victoria Benn, 9-5 p.m., MondaySaturday, 7 49-1365.
TYPING - Secretary with 15 years experience will type term papers. $1.25/page.
Pickup/delivery in Durham. Call JoAnne
332 -6162.
Professional Word Processing for all ypur
typing requiremer,ts. Experienced, efficient,
reasonable rates, quick-return. Janet Boyle,
659-3578.
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING - Professional quality. Spelling accuracy guaranteed. SAVE yourself time and money by
calling NOW. Dover, 742-2037 .
Alcoholism has been call the most serious
drug problem: due to the cost to society,
physical damage to the body's organs, and
the large number of fatalities and victims
resulting from accidents or withdrawal
symptons. Call 862-3823, Health Services
for more info.
Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative impact
on self, others or property. For some people
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize anoth1lr's right to decide
for oneself.
If you have had a blood transfusion between
1975 and 1985, ·you might be at risk for
AIDS . For free and anonymous AIDS
antibody counseling and for testing call
the oftice of Health education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH. 8623823.
If you have used I.V. drugs and shared
needles since 1978, you might be at risk
for AIDS. For free, anonymous and nonjudgemental AIDS antibody counseling
and or testing call the office of Health
Education and Promotion, Health Services
Center, UNH. 862-3823.

Everybody has a favorite cure for a
hangover, but they all have one thing in
common - they don't work. What does work
is preventative medicine. If you control
your consumption, you won't get a hangover.
Drinking and driving is a serious problem.
More than 22 ,500 traffic deaths each year
involve a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every
day. More people have been killed in
alcohol-related accidents in this country
than have died in our foreig~ _wars.

Susan B. I enjoyed your article even though you stole
the idea. Anyway, you are the only one who
should write about subjects such as that.
Keep doing it:
Chris

First Choice on· Campus since /919
T-Shirts
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items

~!"Hanes

In-House Art Dept.

603/431-831 ll

•,,,, ,:

Autumn Pond Park. Route IO I. Greenland . NH 03840

Examine the Pos$ibilities

A CAREER
.IN CYTOTECHNOLOGY
The diagnosis of cancer and benign disease
through the microscopic evaluation of cells.

A Great Way To Apply Your

Science Degree ·

..
NCIII

For an informational packet contact:
School of Cytotechnology
DeGoesbriand Unit
Burlington, Vermont 05401
Medical Center Hospital of Vermont (802) 656-5133

~T
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Let Us S ow You
eD· .erence Macintos
_
Can M~-- e ~ Term~
'
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lacintosh
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When: Nov 17, 10-4
-W here: Memorial Union Building, Belknap Room
Come see the New Hampshire Gentlemen (12:30-1 ),
win Prizesand see the latest Macintosh solutions.
On display will be the Macintosh product family
and a wide variety of software solutions. Let us
show you -the difference Macintosh can make this
term. As a full time faculty, staff, or student ·
at UNH, you are eligible to buy a Macintosh
'through the UNH computing center in Thompson Hall.
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• Be a Big Brother or
Big Sister to an incoming
Freshman for Spring Semester!

RA\\1/ BAR & GRILL
.• Help a Freshman during
their first days on campus
this January--Be ~ Freshstart
Mentor! It only takes as much
time as you are willing to give.
Y01(11 be matched bv rpajor and
will receive a Freshman's name
over Christmas break. Let them
know someone is there for them!

-

· Tuesday Nite is~ ..

at the OY-CLUB
• Sign up with your Senator or
in the Senate Office, Room. 130, MUB

From 9 to close

NOSO
Has officer positions opening:
PIES/DENT
ABTS8 lECTDBES
HOSPITAl/TT

-

PUB PBOGBANKING
OFDCENAKAGEB
PDBllCITTDIBECTOB

Perfect for Business and Com.m. unica tions
experience!
- great for resum.e!
- payed positions!

r
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Swim mers split
at Conn ecticu t
By David Aponovich

The water was just right for the Wildcat women's swim team as they beat Connecticut,
the men found the water a little les~ friendly as they fell to the Huskies {file photo}

The UNH men's and women's swim teams kicked off their
seasons Saturday in a combined
meet at Connecticut, but the two
Wildcat squads had varying
degrees of luck against the
Huskies.
The women's team, led by two
first place finishes in individual
events by freshmen Kris
Mallery and Shannon Doherty,
swam to a 128-115 victory.
The men however, were
knocked off by UConn by the
score of 153-90 despite a stellar
performance by Jerry Bailey.
For the women, Mallery
placed first in both the 200
meter butterfly (2: 18.40) and
500 meter freestyle (5 :29.85 ).
Doherty took the top spots in
the 200 meter free (2:01.41) and
200 meter back.stroke (2:18.60).
Coach Brenda Skelley said
·· freshmen such as Mallery and
Doherty, wil1 be an integral

Bu Terr 1•er S n 1· p 1· C e men ~;p~:i;,~e~~lt~~;;~::~;~:
By John Dubois
The sagi:I. continues. Last
Saturday night's episode was
a loss, in fact loss number three.
!he UNH men's hockey team
is now 0-3 as they losno Boston
University5_-4infron tof packed
crowd at Smvely Arena.
After two periods of play
UNH was leading this one 32 but in the third period BU
came out flying and put three
goals passed UNH goalie Pat
Morrison who had 26 saves in
the ~ame.
.
Smee 1924 the BU Terners
have myned this series, as they
hold a 60-16 advantage with
three game_s ending in ties.
Saturday. rnght, for a while
anyway, 1t looked as t~ough
UNH would put a dent m that
large BU advantage. However

this year, said Skelley. They
(Mallery and Doherty) both
swam like I know they can."
D0 h
1
· h
e,rtY a so swam rn t e
wo~en s 400 ~reestyle relay,
whICh placed first. Jen Branon
( 2 _:04.62) ~~d Su~ Og~en
(2.04.7?) frnish~d rn third,
~esrc;~~ely, bcehihnd ? 0 hBerkty
mt e
ree. at enne uc -

· ;_
as UNH goalie coach David
•
:
.
.
UNH '
.
marnrng rn
regu l ation,
Lassonde said the Terries got, coach
Bob Kullen pulled Mo _
"a few bang, bang goals," that rison out of the net for the ext:a
gave them the victory.
skater and it paid off At 19·13
_The 'Cats a~d Ter~iers b<:>th JoeFlanagangothiss~ cond ~al
failed to score m the firSt penod of the game.
g
?cf play but in the second the
The UNH comeback would
ats exJ?loded for three goals fall short however as the buzzer
an_d ~o g~ve them that 3-2 lead went off signaling the third lose
headmg mto the third period. .
in a row for the 'Cats
The third UNH goal was
UNH assistant c~ach Sean
scored by freshmen Scott Mor- Cody said "They (UNH) played
row on a great pass from fresh- hard ... They will just keep getmen Joe Flanagan. Morrow took ting better."
t~e pass an? broke over the blue
The Wildcats will now head
lme, went m alone and put the west to try and pick up a couple
puc~ between the pads of BU's wins. They will play Colorado
goalie John Bradley.
College on Nov. 10th and
Flanagan, had two gofl.ls in Denver on Nov. 12 before they
the game as all th~ freshmen come back home to play the
seemed to play quite well for highly ranked Merrimack ColUNH.
lege on Tuesday Nov 15.
With a b ~ e minute rt-

ley (2:21.81 ), Rebecca Stevens
(2:22.84) and Maureen Hartnett
(2:26.35) , all freshmen, finished
one-two-three in the 200 meter
individual medley.
Other top Wildcat women
finishers included Heather Benoit in the 1000 meter freestyle
(11:13 .70), and Hartnett in the
200 breaststroke (2:39.49).
Jerry Bailey, sophomore freestyler for the men's team, shined
for the Wildcats as he swam to
three first place finishes. But
even this exceptional performance could not lift UNH to
a win.
Bailey, who· set the UNH
record in both the 1000 and 1650
meter freestyle during his rookie
season, earned top honors in
the 1000 free (10:11.71), the
200 meter individual medley
(2:01.55) and the 200 backstroke
(2:03.65) against the Huskies.
As for Bailey, Skelley said,
"He is back stronger than last
year. He's one of the most·
versatile swimmers we have
swimming for us."
UNH's 400 meter freestyle
relay team of Bob Quinn, Erik
Schutz, Joshua Kay .and Jon
Wesson also placed first
(3:23.43).
The Wildcat's next meet is
scheduled for 1:00 p.m. Saturday
versus Northeastern, in the
Fieldhouse.

'Cats divide tri-matCh
By Heather Grant

points and Jen Stewart provc:J
The UNH women's -volley- to be supportive in the back
ball team ended their season last court.
Middlebury had given DartFriday splitting a tri-match at
Dartmouth College. The Wild- mouth strong competition in
cats started off well by beating the first match of the day. UNH
Middlebury College 15-4, 15- had expected the same but _the
11, but then lost to Dartmouth Wildcats handled Middlebury
in a close battle by the score of easily.
The Lady 'Cats then played
11-15, 15-12, 13-15.
UNH had no problems de- the most exciting, and certainly
feating Middlebury as they had . the closest, game of their season
done earlier in the season. The as they took on Dartmouth
team's end of the season expe- College. The lead went back and
rience payed off as they were fourth throughout the entire
able to set up plays consisten'tly match and UNH was able to win
throughout the match. Profi- the second game to force a third
cient service from sophomore in the best of three series. The
Anna Coudert was good for six Wildcat'- were not playing badly

but seemed to have some problems returning the potent serves
of their opponent.
Senior Tobi Katz ended her
season with a ~hining performace, diving to make numerous
saves in the backcourt:
The officiating was sporatic
and a few questionable calls in
the third game frustrated the
UNH players who were so close
to_ ending their season with a
wm.
The UNH players were not
disappointed with their playing
against Dartmouth and they felt
it was a strong showing by the
entire team to end the season.
The team finished with an
impressive 13-6 record.

The UNH women's volleyball team split a tri-m11tch on Friday
to finish the season (Sadie Greenway file photo}

The swim teams started off with a splash as several individuals turned in great performances
against Connecticut in the first meet of the season, {file phgto}
· ~

Future Sports Writers!
The New Hampshire
is looking for writers for winter ·
sports. _Cont~ct Mike Stinson
or Rich D'Avolio at '. 862-1490
or stop by r<?om 151 ·
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Sports
UNH annih ilates
Villan ova, 58-7
By Ward D. Fraser
Will the real UNH football
team please stand up? Someone
was supposed to tell the men's
football team that they were
playing the second-place team
in the Yankee conference, (and
heavily favored) Villanova Wildcats on Saturday. That person
obviously forgot his job as UNH
ripped apart Villanova at the
seams, winning 58-7 before a
home crowd of 5,016.
After losing four of its last
five games to such lowly teams
as Richmond and BU, the 'Cats
used the "big play" and tough
defense to totally dominate
Villanova. UNH forced 8 Valllanova turnovers as opposed
to none for the home team.
"We've been beating ourselves," said coach Bill Bowes,
"We weren't going to let anyone
beat us, and we haven't yet."
The 'Cats broke all sorts of
records in the big win. The first
of which came on the very first
New Hampshire offensive play,
as Bob Jean hit Chris Braune for
a 4-yard gain. The catch marked
the 100th career receprion for
Braune.
UNH drove to the Villanova
9-yard line, but had to settle for
a Shawn Lane 25-yard field goal.
The scoring drive was set up by
a Tim Byrne fumble recovery
at the Villanova 47-yard line.
Byrne also tied a Yankee Conference season record with three
interceptions, two of which
were picked off in the end zone.
New Hampshire forced Villanova to punt on its next series
as the 'Cats took possession in
their own 32-yard line. Despite
being called for 76 yards of
penalities, the'Cats sustained

their drive and made the score
10-0 with 2:54 to play in rhe 1st
quarter. Bob Jean had 6 straight
completions during the 63 yard
drive . Tailback Norm Ford
scored the TD on a 3-yard run.
It was the first of four touchdowns for Ford on Saturday.
The next possession wasn't
much better for Villanova. After .
just two plays, New Hampshire
defensive back Gary Jordan
picked off a pass thrown by
Villanova QB Kirk Schulz. The
interception was Jordan's seventh of the year, also tying a
conference record.
It took the 'Cats just one play
to score. Jean hit Chris Braune
for 64-yard scoring pass, marking the longest play of the year
for the 'Cats. With just 56
seconds left in the first quarter
it was New Hampshire 17 and
Villanova 0.
The 'Cats defense was also
very much into the game. On
the ensuing series, captain Bill
Farrell absolutely crushed Villanova running back Ron Seney.
New Hampshire was really fired
up and playing with more desire
than I have seen all season.
UNH scored twice more in
the first half, with a 62-yard
reception by Braune and another
3-yard scamper by Ford. The
'Cats held a 31-7 lead at halftime.
Quarterback Bob Jean threw
for 345 yards on 21 completions
in the first half alone. This was,.
as you might have guessed,
another school record.
The second half wasn't much
different, with UNH dominating offensively and defensively.
It wasn't that the 'Cats were

Curtis Olds ran away-from all defenders on this 82-yard pass play as the Wildcats ran ... -;., ;. . •.
with a huge victory over YillaJiova this weekend <Eric Stites photo)
trying to run up the score, - - - - - -...- - - - - Jean p;ssing for a sc:11001 record
486 yards, and Cums Olds also
Villanova just couldn't stop rqv.7 ,
1
setting a scho?l record 231 yards
W e ve een eatthem. Jean hit Curtis Olds for
.
on ten receptions.
TV.7
/
an 82-yard touchdown pass, •
The 'Cats hope to keep tt
which broke Braune's record set tng OUrSe VeS. W e
rollingagainsttheRa msofYRI
in the 1st quarter, to make it weren't going to
this Saturday. The game 1s at
37-7. Another Tim Byrne inKingston, Rhode Island.
terception set up another Ford let ani1Ione· beat us,
J
touchdown (44-7 New Hamp-

b

b

rl--_d__________ i
I
and we haven't II OSI ,e:
I
·

.
shire).
After exchangrng punts,
JJ _
Norm Ford broke two tackles
and turned a simple off-tackle - ' - - . . - - - - - - - - - - - .
pitch into a 51-yard_ touchdown the game. New Hampshire
run. The run made it 51-7 New ended with 708 yards of offense
Hampshire. Ford ended the day (another confence record), with
with 152 yards rushing and four
touchdowns.
New Hampshire line backer
Chris McGrath ended the scoring with a 43-yard interception
- retnrn }Vith 14 minutes left in

Paige Christie and the women's soccer team fought hard but found them~elves on the . ,r._ . .
end of a 4-2 score against Boston College in the ECAC playoffs. (Sharon Doovan file photc ·

11et.

I Men S hockey loses,
I
I
I home opener to BU I
I
I
f
I

Bowes

'----------- ----J

'Cats tripp ed
up at ECAC 's

By Rob Heenan
The season came to an end
for the women's soccer team on
Saturday when they fell to
Boston College, 4-2, in the semifinals of the East Coast Athletic
Conference tournament.
The Eagles, the eventual
tournament winner, jumped to
an early lead with a goal 16
minutes into the contest. Racheal Sheridan tallied her first
of two goals 15 minutes later
to give BC a 2-0 lead at halftime.
. Wendy Young got the 'Cats
within one with an unassisted
goal at the seven minute mark.
Young could not get the ball in
at first but managed to slip the
ball into the net on a fine second
effort. Seven minutes later Mary
Beth Sydlowski found herself
in a crowd in front of the BC
net and fired one in to tie the
score at two apiece. The tie was
to be short lived however.
The Eagle's Sheriden then
scored her second goal of the
day off a corner kick.
"That was their only legitimate goal," said Sydlo..-.•ski. She
---added, "The rest were pretty

~

cheap, espeCia11y me iasr one."
BC's Kate Connelly scored
with 15 minutes left in the game
on a highly disputed play.
"The ball didn't cross the line
and Janene got a little upset,"
said Sydlowski about UNH
goaltender Janene Tilden.
Tilden was given a red car·d
and ejected from the game. This
forced the 'Cats to play the
remainder of the contest with
only 10 women on the field.
Sydlowski put the team's
effort into perspective. "We
dominated. Even with 10 guys
on the field we controlled the
game. We just couldn't put it
in the net."
This fact was backed up by
the shot totals. UNH pounded
the Eagle net with 25 shots,
while BC got off only 16 shots.
The BC team went on to
defeat Brown 3-2 for the ECAC
title on Sunday afternoon.
Despite the playoff loss,
UNH still represented itself as
a good-soccer squad. The Wildcats and Coach Marj Anderson
wound up a fine season, finishing with 12 wins, 6 losses and
1 tie.

